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ASI presidential election campaigns commence
faces noticed and their voices
heard. Advertisements went up
M U M A N I i D .M IY
Monday all over campus, the can
bright, colorful and informative didates participated in a “ Meet the
fliers calling for students’ attention C'andidates” forum on Tuesday, and
are sprouting up along frequently- a candidates’ debate is scheduled
traveled roads and walkways on for Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
campus this week, announcing the University Union Plaza during
return of the annual ASI student UU Hour.
government elections.
The forum gave students a
Though voting does not begin chance to get to know the two
until May 3, candidates are.n o t candidates for ASI president: Todd
wasting any time in getting their Maki, from the College of
Kelly C o p e

Engineering, and Anne Ciapapas,
In all, John Azevedo, ASI elec
from the C'ttllege of Agriculture. In tions com m ittee chair for the
a meet-and-greet-style session, the hoard of Directors, estimated that
candidates highlighted their expe about 60 people attended the
rience and past accomplishments, forum on Tuesday, and said he
laid out their plans for the univer hopes to see even more attend the
sity’s future if elected and met debate on Thursday.
with audience members. Issues dis
“There weren’t as many as 1
cussed at the forum included expected there to be (at the
Mardi Gras and co-sponsorship, forum),’’ he said. “We like to pull
two matters that will certainly questions ... from the audience in
come to the forefront of the win order to better address the stu
dents’ issues.’’
ner’s presidency next year.

Having more students present in
the audience to voice their con
cerns helps create a more wellrounded representation of the stu
dent body’s wants and needs for
the candidates, he said.
C'andidates for the ASI hoard of
Directors will also join the two
presidential hopefuls on the ballot.
Numerous students from all of the
colleges on campus are determined
to win a seat on the board.
see Elections, page 2

St u d e n t E n t r e p r e n e u r s

Poly gpes greek for a week
As part o f Greek Week, Cal Poly
fraternities and sororities participate
in a variety o f com petitions and
service activities
Katie H ofstetter
M U S TAN C ; D A ILY

atURTESY PHOTO

As part o f Greek Week, Delta Delta Delta and
Alpha Epsilon Pi members planted a memorial
garden for the EOC Case Management.

An awards ceremony Thursday will mark
the end of Greek Week and honor the soror
ity and fraternity teams that earned top points
in the week’s series of events.
“It’s a time for the whole greek system to
come together and show everyone the good
things we do and also for us to compete
against each other for campus bragging
rights,’’ said Nicholas Leone, a member of the
InterFraternity Council.
Teams, usually made up of a multi-cultural
chapter, a large fraternity, a small fraternity
and a sorority, as well as individual sororities
and fraternities, compete in athletics and par
ticipate in community activities throughout
Greek Week to receive points.
Events began April 18 with the Run to
Remember, a night run to raise sexual assault
see Greek, page 2

COURTESY P H tm t

2004 dairy science graduate, Jonathon Van Ryn, started his own successful cheese
plant, Bravo Farms, in Traver, Calif.

Real cheese comes from
Cal Poly dairy science graduate
Lauren Z ahner
M U S T A N G D A IL Y

Latino fraternity w ins chapter o f
the year for northern California
Jennifer B ou d evin
M U S T A N G D A IL Y

The Cal Poly Latino fraternity. Lambda
Theta Phi, got a surprise during a banquet they
hosted this past Saturday when it was
announced they had been awarded 2(M>5-06
California Sector II (Northern California)
Chapter of the Year.
“At the end of every quarter we’re required
to turn in a packet that pretty much outlines
everything we’ve done, including community
service, (iPA, fundraising, stuff like that,’’ said
fraternity Vice President ('arlos Hurtado, who
was also honored as the 2005-06 C.alifornia
Sector II hrother of the Year.
“There is a wide variety of reasons (the ('al

Poly chapter) was selected,’’ said Mario Alfaro,
vice president for the sector board that
bestowed the honor. “They outdid everyone
with their volunteer work and commitment to
the community.’’
The sector board is composed of fraternity
alumni who oversee all chapters in a designat
ed area and look for the fraternity that has been
most active and involved.
“(The C'al Poly chapter) is not just trying to
do the bare minimum,’’ Alfaro said. “They’re
doing it because they want to.”
Receiving the honor is a validation of the
efforts put forth by the fraternity this past year.
“It feels very rewarding,” Hurtado said. “We
did a lot of hard work throughout the year and
.see Fraternity, page 2

Cal Poly graduate Jonathon Van Ryn
graduated in 2004 w'ith a degree in dairy
science and has since put his education
to use starting a new micro cheese plant
in Traver, C'alif. about two months ago.
“I went to Cal Poly thinking I was
going to be a dairyman and got interest
ed in the milk processing side,”Van Ryn
said.
After graduation, he partnered with a
well-known local cheese maker and
started building the new plant on his
father’s Valley Farms. His partner,
William Boersma, had been making
cheese for 10 years and had outgrown
his plant.
“ We’re making three times more
cheese than he was before,” Van Ryn
said. “We tripled production, now we
have to figure out how to triple sales.”
Bravo Farms has six varieties of

cheese, but specialize in different fla
vored Cheddars such as chipotle and sage.
Van Ryn said the gourmet, rind-cured
cheeses like Silver Mountain and Tulare
C'annon are some of their biggest sellers.
Tulare C'annon is a three-pi>und Dutch,
Edam style lump of cheese in the shape
of a cannonball.
see C'heese, page 2
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The week’s athletic events include
I laving partK ipated in tlic tirst
I )ay ot Sersue m 20(I,t, l.eone said flag football, racquetball, volleyball,
contiuuefifrom page 1
lie notieed .111 nu lease 111 eoninumi- dodgeball, bowling, .irni wrestling
,ind a tug-o-war.
aw.ireness, w liere Greek l.üe inein- 6' participation tliis year.
"’rins year it took less eflort to get
And 11 Sullivan, co-founder of
hers Iliade up nearly hait'ot tlie 2.S0
people,”
leone
said.
"I
have
seen
(iampuspeak,
addressed an audience
p.irticipants, Leone said.
on "How to (ionfront the Idiot in
"(ireek Week is a coinmimity more plnlantliropy."
Aside troiii the I )ay of Service and Your Ghapter” on Wednesday night.
eseiit that is geared toward shovscasKlin
to Keniemher, Greek Life
Leone said Sullivan otLered “really
ing various aspects of (ireek Life to
memhers
contributed
to
the
cointhe university and the
good advice for
comnumity,”
said
looking inside
Hddie I )oiniiiguez,
vour house and
director tor Greek
yourself.”
T lie service day event is just an
Aft.iirs.
W h i l e
On Sunday, April
Dominguez said
exam ple o f w hat (the fraternities
23. an estimated 17.S
(ireek Week is
nariicipants offered
not designed as a
and
sororities)
do
all
year
long.
heir
services
r e c r u i t 111 e n t
hroughout the comtechnique,
he
— Eddie D om ingue/
munit\ for the 20(K)
said
the
publicity
t
l i i r c i i o r t o r ( i r c c k ,^ n .u r ^
■reek I ),iy of Service,
_____________
of
activities
I tommguez said. The
around campus
lay. wliicli was nnpleoften do entice
iiented into Greek Week last year. 'iiunitN with a blood drive held students into Greek Life
illowed tor connnumtv service Inesd.iv on Mott Lawn. In addition,
All fraternities and sororities .ire
.i[iportumties ranging from trash sorority members also took p.irt 111 a invited to participate in (ireek Week,
dress drive, which collected prom provided they p,iy the S2(l<l entrv fee
leanup to painting and gardening
■*file service d.iy event is just an dresses and sent them to areas aifect- and are not disqualified.
Events still to come include
•xaiiiple of what (the fraternities and ed by Hurricane Katrina, Leone said.
(Chapters
also
earned
points
tod.iy’
s tug-o-\var, from 3 to 5 p.ni.,
ororities) do all year long.”
1)omiiiguez said, calling (¡reek Week Thursd.iv in a five-nniuite hot dog and arm wrestling in the University
“a snapshot of what Greek Life could eating contest. The winner finished S Union IMaza from 11 a.in. to 2 p.ni.
3 4 hot dogs, Leone said
tomorrow.
be like"

was down to having only three
biothers
Lounded 111
(kil Poly’s
chapter currentlv has 12 members,
and Lambda Llieta Phi has taken
the position of fastest-growing
Latino fr.iteriiitv in (California.
The (Chapter of the Year designa
tion. however, does not mean an
end to the chapter’s work this year,.
The fraternity will be hosting its
annual (California (Conference on
Saturday, April 2‘L
“Brothers from throughout the
state w’ill arrive m San Luis Obispo
and be presented with several
workshops on how to become
effective leaders, commumcators.
how to effectively conduct meet
ings. etc..” Hurtado said. All of the

w'orkshops are facilitated bv alumni
brothers
Bnrtherhood and pride are the
lure of this fraternity. Hurtado said.
“ 1 think It mi.xes m with the idea of
having a family outside the home.”
he said, “because we are there for
each other.”
“ It is a very big culture shock for
Latinos and other minorities at (Cal
Poly, and (having e.»ch other) helps
us to adjust to life m San Luis
Obispo and (on campus).”
Fraternity member Sal Heredia
said his favorite aspect of Lambda
Theta Phi life is being able to trav
el to difterent schools and having
brothers there that you know. “ It’s
just a great bond, what you have
betw'een brothers.”

milk for his cheese from his aunt
and uncle.
continued from page I
” lt’s kind of a family process all
the
way through,” he said.
These cheeses have w'on awards
Van Kyn’s former dairy science
from the American (Cheese Society
and the (California State Pair. They professors, Nana Farkye and
have even gamed the rural Tulare William (tills, agree that he was a
County based Bravo Farms nation- good student.
” He was somebody who had a
il recognition in publications such
vision.
He knew what he wanted
as the San Francisco (Chronicle and
and decided to go after it.” Farkye
Business Week .Magazine.
said
Travelers on U.S. Highway
” He was very interested m
who stop at the Valley Farms gift
^hop can also watch artisan cheese learning and very interested m try
making in the viewing room next ing new things,” (iillis said.
Both professors said the “learn
door at Bravo Farms.
Besides being located on his by doing” experience at the cam
father’s farms. Van Kyn gets the pus dairy farm and processing plant

IS important m preparing students
for the industry, (iillis also said that
the dairy science department helps
students get internships in the
summer.
“They get a lot o f experience
working in the actual industry
before they even graduate,” he said.
“ I’ve learned a lot o f science, a
lot of technique, a lot of the rea
sons why milk can be turned into
cheese,” Van Kyn said about his
time at (Cal Poly. “ I think I went to
college to learn how to learn. It
gives you knowledge, not all the
knowledge, but once you get out
there you know where to look to
find more ”

ionnuaed from page /
It feels good to bi- c ignized for it,
>iseci.illv becausi. we ii.ive a lot ot
other clt.ioters in
Northern
. alitorma that have done a good
job also,”
Much of the coiinnuinty service
he fraternity carries out is in the
torm of campus tours, including
having many of its members’ old
high schools come to visit Cal I’oly.
Lambda Theta Phi’s achievement
this year is especially notable, as it
comes during a resurgence of the
fraternity after it nearly disappeared
two years ago, explained Sector
Hoard Vice President Alfaro.
Just two years ago the chapter

Cheese
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Wednesday and Thursd.iy, May* '
and 4, at various locations on
campus. From S a.m. to 4 p.iji
continuedfrom page /
Unfortunately, voter turnout on both days, polling places
the Ag bridge (near
for the elections has been declin include
HI),
Fishei
ing for the past few years. building
According to ASl’s “Vote: One Science/Science N orth, the
Voice, 17,000 Strong” Web site, Kennedv l.ibrarv and (Campus
between 2003 and 200.3, voter Market will be open. From S
participation dropped .3.(> per a.m. to 7:3<l p.m. on both days in
cent to a dismal 1.3 percent last the Education building breezl*year ot the total (Cal Poly popu wav and downstairs in the U l
lation. ASl’s goal for this year’s will also be open for voting
election is to raise that number Students will be asked tor their
to 23 percent of the total univer student 1.1). before they receive .
sity population.
ballot to cast their vote, so don
Fhe polls will be open on forttet it.

Elections
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NOTHING GOES BETTER TOGETHER
PI77A and beer.

SIC K ?
As a last resort, use the
Mustang Daily as a tissue.
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Favorites

„T he

Face of

If we were to wake up some m orning and find that every
one was the same race, creed and color, we would find some
other cause for prejudice by noon.
— Cieorge Aiken

If You Could ...

N obody can give you freedom. N obody can give you
equality or justice or anything. If you’re a man, you take it.
— M alcolm X (1925 - 1965)

— Have a song play whenever you
entered a room, what would it be?
“Jungle Love” by the Steve Miller
Band.
— Quote a movie for the rest of your
life, what would it be?
“Top Gun” That’s right, Ice-man, I
am dangerous!

v,'

. . ‘'r

W H O S A ID T H A T ?

Video game: “Sonic Pinball” on
Sega Genesis, a classic.
Car: I love my Camaro, but in all
fairness, it’s got nothing on the
Delorean from “Back to the Future.”
Joke: The one that 1 say and you
laugh cuz you don’t get it but every
one else is laughing cuz it’s about
you.

B e llic o s e : In c lin e d to
o r fa v o rin g w a r o r
strife.

■*

j ‘ ■■
^■
■
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N am e: Ryan Austin • Y ear: sophomore
H om etow n : Scotts Valley • M a jo r: biomedical engineering
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Port workers to undeigo
Bush, under pressure on gas
prices, halts deposits to reserves terror background checks
Lara Jakes Jordan
N edra Pickier
ASSIK lA I r.l) l>kl ss

WASHINGTON — President
Bush on Tuesday ordered a tempo
rary suspension of environmental
rules for gasoline, making it easier for
refiners to meet demands and possi
bly dampen prices at the pump. He
also halted for the summer the pur
chase of crude oil for the govern
ment’s emergency reserve.
The moves came as political pres
sure intensified on Bush to do some
thing about gasoline prices that are
expected to stay high throughout the
summer.
Bush said the nation’s strategic
petroleum reserve had enough fuel
to guard against any major supply
disruption over the next few months.
“So, by deferring deposits until the
fall, we’ll leave a little more oil on the
market. Every little bit helps,’’ he
said.
Wholesale g.isoline futures prict's
lor June delivery dropped H cents a
gallon to $2.10 on the New York
Mercantile Exchange immediately
upon Bush’s remarks.
E.ising the eiivimnment rules will
allow refiners greater Ilexibilitv' in
providing oil supplies since they will
not h.ive to use certain additives such
as ethanol to meet clean air standards.
The suspension of oil pua hases for

the federal emergency oil reserve is
likely to have only modest impact
since relative little extra oil will be
involved.
The high cost at the pump has
turned into a major political issue,
with Democrats and Kepublicans
blaming each other for a problem that
is largely out of Congress’ control.
Kepublicans are worried that voters
paying more than S3 per gallon would
punish the part\' in power. 1)emocrats
want tt) make that happen.
Democrats sought to turn gas
prices — like Hurricane Katrina and
the Iraq war — into an issue that
hurts Bush’s standing with voters.
“What happened to Iraq oil, Mr.
BresidentPYou said Iraqi oil would pay
for the war. Ain’t seen no money. Ain’t
seen no oil,” Sen. Barbara Mikulski of
Maryland s.iid.
“F\uiiilies are gripped by the fear of
rising gas prices,” she added.
At the s,ime news conference. New
Jersey Sen. Btib Menendez proposed a
i)0-day suspension of the gasoline tax,
s.iying the money could be recovered
by repealing tax breaks for energy
companies. He scolfed at Bush’s call to
curb tax breaks for the oil companies.
“What we’re left wondering todiy
is why it took five years” for Bush to
support tax increases on the energy
industrv, Menendez said.

Bush, in his speech, urged Congress
to revoke about $2 billion in tax
breaks over 10 years that Congress
approved and he signed into law to
encourage exploration. “Taxpayers
don’t need to be paying for certain of
these expenses on behalf of the ener
gy' companies,” Bush said.
He also urged lawmakers to
expand tax breaks for the purchase of
fuel-etficient hybrid automobiles.
The president said Democrats in
the past have urged higher taxes on
fuel and price caps to control fuel
expenses, but he said neither appmach
works. Instead, he called for increased
conservation, an expansion of domes
tic production and increased use of
alternative fuels like ethanol.
Bush said high energy prices are
disturbing.
“C')ur addiction to oil is a matter
of national security concerns,” the
president said in a speech to the
Renewable Fuels Association, which
advocates alternate energy sources.
“After all, today we get about 60
percent of our oil from foreign
countries. That’s up from 20 years
ago, where about 2.S percent of our
oil came from foreign countries.”
Bush said gasoline prices are
expected to remain high throughout
the summer and “that’s going to be a
continued strain on the American
people.”

A S S O C IA Il l) I'kh S S

WASHINGTON — Answering
criticism about security gaps at
U.S. seaports, the Bush administra
tion said Tuesday it will conduct
background checks on an estimat
ed 4()0,()()0 port workers to ensure
they do not pose a terrorist threat.
Names of employees who work
in the most sensitive areas of ports
will be matched against govern
ment terror watch lists and immi
gration databases. Homeland
Security
Secretary
Michael
CdiertofT said. Additionally, the
Homeland Security Department
will issue tamper-resistant identifi
cation cards to roughly 750,000
workers — including truckers and
rail employees — who have unre
stricted access to ports.
The announcement drew tepid
praise from Rep. Bennie (i.
Thompson, D-Miss., the top
Democrat
on
the
House
Homeland Security C'omnhttee.
“ I find the timing o f this
announcement very convenient
seeing as Congress is considering a
port security bill tomorrow,” said
Thompson,
who
also
said
Homeland Security should have
issued the ID cards three years ago.
“ It appears that DHS steps up to
the plate to protect our national

Valencia
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security only when the cameras
are rolling and the whole world is
watching.”
The added scrutiny will nor
immediately include a criminal
background check for workers,
although Chertoff said that might
happen in the future. The
Transportation
Security
Administration — and not the FBI
— will conduct the background
checks, he said.
“We may expand the number ol
databases,” Chertoft said. “O ur first
step is to do terrorists watch lists
and immigration status.”
The new safeguards are part ot
what Chertoff called a “ring ol
security” around U.S. ports.
“We’re going to focus on those
who could potentially be th
greatest risk to our security,” he
said at a news conference m
Washington.
,
The Bush administration has
been under fire for months aboui
what critics call gaping holes in
security measures at ports, which
were highlighted after a Dubai
company’s purchase of a British
firm gave it control of six
American ports. An outcry in tfie
Congress led the Dubai company,
DP World, to decide to sell the
U.S. operations to an American
firm.
Democrats have lambasted
Homeland Security for tailing to
screen and inspect all cargo that
enter the United States at seaports
At a separate news conference
earlier, I )emocrats pushed for leg
islation
by
Sen.
Robert
Menendez, D-N.J., which would
provide $1S5 million more in port
security funding as part of a mas-t
sive spending bill the Senate is|
considering. That legislation alsof
would require that Homeland^
Security submit a plan tol
(Tmgress laying out how it would |
accomplish 100 percent scanning
of cargo containers within five
years.
Homeland Security treats port
security
like
a “neglected
stepchild,” said Sen. Charles
Schumer, D-N.Y.
Chertoff bristled at the sugges
tion that port security is not a pri
ority. He said the administration
has proposed up to $9 billion in
spending to protect ports through
the Coast (iuard. Customs and
Border Protection and state grants.
Two-thirds o f all containers will
undergo radiation screening for
nuclear materials by the year’s end,
and 80 percent of cargo entering
the United States comes from for
eign ports with rigorous inspec
tion standards, he said.
But Chertoff said it was impos
sible to physically inspect every
single cargo container without
snarling port commerce.
“To call for all physical inspec- i
tion of every container is like say
ing we’re going to strip search
everybody who gets on an air
plane,” he said. “In theory, that
would make us safe. I think that it
would destroy the airline industry.
So we’re not going to strip search
people, everybody getting on an
airplane, and I don’t think it’s wise
to physically inspect every con
tainer.”

C areer Fair Issu e
S P E C I A L
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a d ire a o ry o f com panies for the Spring Jo b Fair
21st Century Technologies
21st C'entury Technologies, Inc. is
a pioneering leader in applying
powerl'ul and emerging mathemati
cal technologies into software solu
tions for critical problems in the fol
lowing:
Counter-terrorism
I )etection:
Natural
Language
Processing;
C'omputer Vision and Image
Processing; Terrorist
Network
Analysis;
Com puter
Security
Intrusion
Detection
Systems;
Logistics and Maintenance Planning
and Scheduling; Configured Load
building
(3-l)imensional
Bin
Packing); and Air Task Orders
Planning.
21st Century develops graph
matching, data mining, social net
work analysis, link analysis, genetic
algorithms, and intrusion detection
technologies to deliver next genera
tion solutions to customers in the
federal and military agencies.

Abercrombie & Fitch
Abercrombie & Fitch is the most
successful specialty retailer in opera
tion today. Our casual, classic, allAmerican lifestyle brand of clothing
is synonymous with quality. Based
in
Columbus,
Ohio,
the

Abercrombie A Fitch brands have
never been more powerful or more
profitable.
The A&.F culture is one-of-akind. We design, merchandise, mar
ket and live the Abercrombie &
Fitch brand. We are our best cus
tomer.
A&F’s brand-powered momen
tum is fueled by additional lifestyle
reinforcement. Every aspect of our
stores — the music, the marketing
and photos, and overall aesthetic —
has made the in-store experience
more potent than ever. Our Web
site, abercrombie.com, receives more
than 1 million hits per month.
Through the Web site, e-commerce
has expanded the A&F experience
beyond our stores, and gives cus
tomers access to the brand from
anywhere at any time.

coast. Accredited is ranked one of
the nation’s fastest growing compa
nies. Accredited’s rapid growth has
led to the need to fill key manage
ment positions with qualified, pro
fessional team leaders. The need for
quality individuals spawned the con
cept of Accredited’s Management
Trainee Program (MTI’). More
information can be found on our
company Web site: www.accredhome.com.

AECOM

AECOM is a leading global
provider of design, engineering,
construction management, program
management, operations and main
tenance support and technical assis
tance.
As the parent company to numer
ous firms, we retain specialty, niche
experience in: Transportation, envi
Accrediated Home
ronmental, facilities, operations and
Lenders
maintenance and logistics, as well as
Accredited
Flome
Lenders power and mining and international
Holding Company (Accredited), is development assistance programs.
one of the nation’s premier mort
gage banking institutions with over American Constructors
2,6(M) employees engaged in the
American Constructors was
business of originating, servicing and founded in Austin,Texas in 1982 and
selling non-prime residential mort in C'alifornia in 1989 and is com
gage loans. With offices coast-to- mitted to excellence in building

construction.
American
Constructors of ("alifornia is a
leader in high-end multi-family
construction. We are devoted in
building high quality multi-family
homes to owners and developers in
the Southern C'alifornia area. Our
current clients include Lennar,
Pulte, Standard Pacific and the CIM
Group. American CTinstructors’
ability to build a project in the
shortest possible time without sacri
ficing quality, functions, usability,
aesthetic appearance or increasing
cost is due to our commitment to
the following principles: Value, peo
ple, experience, performance and
safety.

Amgen
Amgen discovers, develops and
delivers innovative human therapeu
tics. A biotechnology pioneer since
1980, Amgen was one of the first
companies to realize the new sci
ence’s promise by bringing safe,
effective medicines from lab to man
ufacturing plant to patient. Amgen
therapeutics have changed the prac
tice of medicine, helping millions of
people around the world in the fight
against cancer, kidney disease.

rheumatoid arthritis, and other seri
ous illnesses. With a deep and broad
pipeline of potential new medicines,
Amgen remains committed to
advancing science to dramatically
improve people’s lives.To learn more
about our pioneering science and
our
vital
medicines,
visit
www.amgen.com.

Anderson & Doig
Structural Engineers
We are a structural engineering
consulting firm providing services
for a diversified set of structure
types, with a core specialty of hos
pital and public education build
ings.
The
firm
is located
in
Sacramento, Calif, where the cost
o f living is lower and traffic is less
congested than the Bay Area and
Southern California communities.
Sacramento offers an active social
and cultural environment, great
recreational opportunities includ
ing local rivers and reservoirs and
access to Lake Tahoe, the coast and
San Francisco within a two-hour
drive.
see Directory, page 7

Flex your Engineering Muscle
in a World-Class Company
CLIMAX.

Portable Machine Tools, Inc.

Our Company:
Pioneered the concept of portable machining in 1964.
Is trusted by the world's key industries including Shipbuilding,
Power Generation. Mining, and Heavy Construction.
W e ’re global - w ith offices and distributors in 23 countries
around the world.
O ur customers trust us to provide solutions to their most
complex machining challenges.

Our Engineering Team:
■

Delivers creative & innovative solutions to our customers'
"impossible" challenges.
■ Leverages their strong customer orientation and project
m anagem ent skills to take a project from conception to reality.
■ Currently holds 21 patents - will yours be next?

Our Location:
Repairing portions o f the
Golden G ate Bridge.

■ Located in beautiful W illamette valley - in w ine country.
■ Enjoy outdoor activities; skiing, kayaking, w ind surfing, hiking.
■ Voted America's most walk-friendly city.
■ Consistently makes the list of best places to live.

Careers Page on our Website
w w w .c p m t.c o m /h r

Send Resumes with Cover Letter and Salary History to:
e-mail: hr@cpmt.com

Fax: 5 03 -554-7269

Climax Portable M achine Tools, Inc. is an Equal O pportunity Employer

W icket gate repair
inside Hoover Dam.

o '* *

21H CENTURY TECHN
ABERCROMBIE & FI
ACCREDITED HOME L
AECOM
AMGEN
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES
ASYMTEK
AT&T SERVICES. INC.
ATI ARCHITECTS AND E N Q M K R S
BAE SYSTEMS
BERRY PETROLEUM C O M nW Y
BOBRtCK WASHROOM EQUIPMeNT. MC.
BUCKLES-SMITH
CAPITAL LUMBER COMPANY
CENTEX HOMES
CHARLES R I\€ R LABORATORIES
CINTAS CORPORATION
C U R K REALTY BUILDERS
CLIMAX PORTABLE MACHINE TOOLS
CLOROX COMPANY
CNET NETWORKS
COLE CHRYSLER DODGE
CONSOLIDATED ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS (CED)
CUPERTINO ELECTRIC
CUSTOMFLIX
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
EMC CORPORATION
ENTERPRISE
FASTENAL COMPANY
FM GLOBAL
FRITO-LAY OPERATIONS
GOTHIC LANDSCAPE, INC
HBE CORPORATION
HELIX ELECTRIC
HEWLETT PACKARD
H O O G E R ^ R F ENGINEERING GROUP, INC.
HRP LANOESIGN
HSBC CARO SERVICES
HUGHES NETWORK SYSTEMS
IM)USTRIAL TOOLS INC.
INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING SYSTEMS. INC.
INTEL CORPORATION
JPA LANDSCAPE AND CONSTRUCTION
KEITH YATES DESIGN GROUP
LAM RESEARCH
LENNAR CORPORATION
LOCKHEED MARTIN
MASTERFOOOS USA
MAXIM HEALTHCARE SERVICES
MAXIM INTEGRATED PRODUCTS
MENDOCINO FOREST PRODUCTS
MERCURY
MINDBODY ONLINE
MJS DESIGN GROUP, INC.
MWA, INC.
NUVIS
PARSONS CORPORATION
PETERSON POWER SYSTEMS. INC.
PFIZER, INC.
PRESTON PIPELINES, INC
PULTE HOMES
R2L ARCHITECTS
RAYTHEON COMPANY
RELIANCE STANDARD LIFE INSURANCE
SAFEWAY. INC.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
TARGET DISTRIBUTION
US AIR CONDITIONING DISTRIBUTORS
USG CORPORATION
USS POSCO INDUSTRIES
VALLEYCREST COMPANIES
VIASAT, INC.
WALD, RUHNKE. & DOST ARCHITECTS
WALGREENS
WALMART STORES INC.
WEYERHAEUSER
WM. BOLTHOUSE FARMS. INC.
WORLEYPARSONS

Presented by

Division of Student Affairs

Cal Poly. Bldg 124
805-756-2501

WWW.careofservkos.calpoty.odu

I

I

For the complete list of
companies and over 240
job descriptions, logon to

m y.cilpoly edu, click on
Mustang Jobs and look
under Events

AECOM
TRUCTORS OF CALIFORNIA
G STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS
ARCHITECTS
»
CINTAS CORPORATION
© ¿ T NETWORKS
COEN COMPANY
COFFEE BEAN AND TEA LEAF (THE)
CUSTOMFLIX
D B . MONTE FOODS
DES ARCHITECTS * ENGIKEERS
F. KORBEL & BROS., INCJKENWOOD WINERY
F E D B ^ T E D INSURANCE
FERGUSON. A WOLSELEY COMPANY
FOWLER NURSERES, INC.
GOTHIC LANDSCAPE, INC.
GROENIGER& COMPANY
GRUEN ASSOCIATES
GUARDIAN INDUSTRES
.
HALLIBURTON ENERGY SERVICES
HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS INC.
HOLLIDAY FENOGUO FOWLER, LP
IMPACT SCIENCES, INC.
INTEL CORPORATION
JEFFREY DEMURE ASSOCIATES
JENSEN CORP. (LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS)
JPA LANDSCAPE AND CONSTRUCTION
KTGY GROUP, INC.
LINEAR TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
MOOG, INC.
MORNINGSTAR FOODS, LLC
MOVE. THE NEW HOMESTORE
NEW UNITED MOTOR MANUFACTURING. INC.
NORTHSTAR ENGINEERING GROUP, INC.
NURSERYMEN’S EXCHANGE, INC.
PALM, INC.
PARKLAND HOMES, INC
PW CONSTRUCTION
RADIX TECHNOLOGIES
RIVERBED TECHNOLOGY
SCHLUM BERGER
SOUTHERN WINE AND SPIRITS
ST. HART CONTAINER
STRUCTURAL DESIGN GROUP
STRYKER ENDOSCOPY
STUDIO G
SUGARCRM, INC.
SYNNEX CORP
TEKSYSTEMS
TETRA TECH, INC
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TRINCHERO FAMILY ESTATES
WALGREENS
WEYERHAEUSER
XILINX, INC
YARDI SYSTEMS. INC.
YOUNG & BORLIK ARCHITECTS, INC.

Non-profit O rganizations & Public Sector Agencies;
CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES REGISTRY
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
CALIFORNIA DEPT. OF SOCIAL SERVICES-DAPD
CALIFORNIA FRANCHISE TAX BOARD
CALIFORNIA STATE CONTROLLERS OFFICE
CALTRANS • DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
CASA PACIFICA
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY HEALTH SERVICES DEPT.
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION OF SAN LUIS OBISPO
ENDEAVOR CAMP IS IL, INC.
HANFORD. CITY OF
IMPERIAL IRRIGATION DISTRICT
LIFE STEPS FOUNDATION. INC.
LOS ANGELES COUNTY D0>T. OF PUBLIC WORKS
MONTEREY COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE
NAVSEA PORT HUENEME
NCI AFFILIATES, INC. & ACHIEVEMENT HOUSE, IN C .'
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CITY OF
SAN LUIS OBISPO. COUNTY OF
SANTA BARBARA, COUNTY OF

M u s t a n g D aily
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CAREER FAIR
exploration of crude oil and natural
gas. The Company’s corporate
headquarters
are
located
in
continued from page 5
Bakersfield, Calif with a regional
office in Denver, Colorado and field
offices in C'alifornia, Colorado and
Anheuser-Busch
See our Web site at
As the world s leading brewer for Utah.
more than 45 years, Anheuser-Busch http://www.bry.com.
and its subsidiaries are committed to
finding innovative ways to continu Bobiick
ally improve. It’s this kind of think
Bobrick, a leading manufacturer
ing that creates a unique work envi of high-quality commercial wash
ronment by rewarding talent, cele room equipment, has been serving
brating diversity and encouraging the washroom accessory and toilet
forward thinking. We also think partition needs of North American
enjoying work is an important part and international building owners,
of life. If you have what it takes to designers, architects and distributors
become part of our team, we’d like since 1906. The Bobrick system for
to hear from you.
total washroom design combines
innovative engineering, quality
manufacturing
and outstanding ser
Asymtek
Asymtek, a Nordson Company, is vice to offer a wide variety of acces
a world leader in automated fluid sory and partition products to meet
dispensing, designs and manufactures the requirements of all building
a full line of equipment for semicon types.

Directory

ductor package assembly, printed
circuit board assembly, opto-electronics assembly and precision
industrial manufacturing. Our mis
sion is to maintain a leading role in
dispensing technology by consistent
ly providing innovative, quality solu
tions that exceed our customers’
needs and expectations.

6 local service centers and guaran
teed next day delivery through most
of Northern California.
Our facilities and MKO solutions
include e-Commerce Solutions,
Storeroom Optimization, Crib
Management and Integrated Supply.
O ur Ferformance Improvement
Services include Bower Quality
Audits, Energy Savings Audits and
Lighting Audits to help our cus
tomers improve their operating per
formance.

California Community
Colleges Registry
The California Community
Colleges (CCC) Registry is a job
bank Web site showcasing faculty,
administrative, and management
opportunities at all 100+ California
Community Colleges. For careers
in education, we’ve got you covered!
The CCC Registry is free, easy and
online!

BSA Architects

BSA Architects is a San Francisco- The California Dept, of
based design firm with a portfolio Water Resources
Department of Water Resources
representing 35 years of award-win
(DWR)
seeks a new generation of
ning planning and architecture. BSA
has won over 70 major design engineers to set the stage for the
awards including “Firm of the Year” next chapter in our Golden State’s
by the American Institute of water history. DWR is currently
Architect’s California Council. recruiting entry-level civil, electrical
Medium-sized, focused and dedicat and mechanical engineers who are
AT&T
The new AT&T is the largest ed to the highest level of personal looking for a career with boundless
telecommunications company in the ized client service, BSA has built its possibilities — advancement, educa
|j United States and one of the largest planning, programming and archi tion, experience and so much more.
in the world. It is the global compa tectural skills within two areas of You can follow in the footsteps of
ny that will set the industry standard specialized expertise. These include the DWR engineers who planned,
for a new era of integrated commu the design of community facilities designed and built the nation’s
nications and entertainment ser locally in the San Francisco Bay largest state-constructed water and
vices. Today, the new AT&T has IP- Area, as well as the creation of mem power development and conveyance
based (Internet Protocol) network orable lodging, resort and recreation system. DWR civil engineers work
capabilities, assets and resources that facilities throughout North America on projects exposing them to a wide
range of experience including geot
are widely regarded as unsurpassed and abroad.
echnical, hydraulics, structural,
in the marketplace, enabling the
Buckles-Sm'ith
hydrologic and seismic engineering
company to lead the industry in
Buckles-Smith
has
been
meeting
disciplines.
Physical projects include
using the language of the Internet to
deliver innovative services that inte the electrical and automation needs power plants, dams, canals, pipelines,
of
OEMs,
Industrial
and tunnels and all their appurtenant
grate voice, data and video.
Institutional Facilities and the con control structures.
tractors that support them since
ATI Architects and
1939. We keep our customer’s facil California Dept, of Social
Engineers
ities open and production lines run
Architectural and Engineering ning with same day availability from Services
Disability and Adult Programs
firm with more than 1(H) employees,
3 offices (Danville, Koseville, Costa
Mesa, C'alif), providing architecture
and structural, mechanical, electrical,
plumbing, and civil engineering to a
variety of market sectors including:
, education (K-12 and colleges), gt>vThe Service Professionals
ernment (local and federal) and
commerical.
Cintas (designs, m anufactures ancJ im plem ents corpo

d N i/)S

BAE Systems
BAE Systems is an international
company engaged in the develop
ment, delivery and support of
advanced defense and aerospace sys
tems in the air, on land, at sea and in
space. BAE Systems has major oper
ations across five continents and cus
tomers in some 130 countries. The
company employs more than 90,(KH)
people and generates annual sales of
more than $20 billion through its
wholly owned and joint-venture
operations.
National Security Solutions
(NSS) is a full-spectrum, knowl
edge-based
solutions
provider
focused on the expanding national
security' market space, specifically
the intelligence and defense markets.

rate identity uniform programs, and provides entrance
m ats, restroom supplies, promotional products, first
aid and safety products, fire protection services and
docum ent m anagem ent s e rv ic e s .

Iwww.mustangdaily.net |

process disability claims for the
Social Security Administration. The
goal is to take criteria established by
the federal government and apply it
to disability cases. This entails send
ing claimants to consultative exams,
gathering medical evidence and
working with doctors and other
professionals to establish criteria.

California Dept, of
Transportation

The California Department of
Transportation (C’altrans) strives to
be the highest performing trans
portation agency in the country.
Caltrans has more than 23,()()()
employees with an annual budget of
about $10 billion. Headquartered in
California Franchise Tax
Sacramento, the department has 12
Board
district offices situated in Eureka,
The purpose of the Franchise Tax Redding, Marysville, Ciakland, San
Board is to collect the proper Luis Obispo, Fresno, Stockton,
amount of tax revenue and operate Bishop,
Los
Angeles,
San
other programs entrusted to us, at Bernardino, Irvine and San Diego.
the least cost; serve the public by
continually improving the quality of
Capital Lumber Company
our products and service; and perCapital provides an extraordinary
fom in a manner warranting the
highest degree of public confidence opportunity for rapid growth. We
in our integrity, efficiency and fair know of no other industry where a
talented candidate can excel to posi
ness.
tions of high responsibility, and as a
result high reward, as quickly as ours.
California State Controllers Capital Lumber Company is ded
icated to being the leading distribu
Office
The Controller is the state’s chief tor of specialty building materials in
financial officer. The primary func the western United States by provid
tion of the State Controller is to ing unequaled service to customers,
provide sound fiscal control over unequaled fairness with suppliers,
both receipts and disbursements of the unequaled opportunity for a ful
public funds; to report periodically filling career for each employee and
on the financial operations and con a reasonable rate of return for its
dition of both state and local gov owners.
ernments; to make certain that
money due the state is collected Casa Pacifica
through fair equitable and effective
Casa Pacifica is a rapidly growing
tax administration; to provide fiscal treatment facility that provides com
guidance to local government; to munity based and residential services
serve as a member of numerous pol for abused, neglected and emotion
icy-making State boards and com ally disturbed youth.
missions; and to administer the
Casa Pacifica is currently hiring
Unclaimed Property and Property
see Directory, page 9
Tax Postponement Programs.

/MGEH
Amgen discovers, develops and delivers innovative human therapeutics. A biotech
nology pioneer since 1980, Amgen was one of the first companies to realize the new
science's promise by bringing safe, effective medicines from lab, to manufacturing
plant, to patient. Amgen therapeutics have changed the practice of medicine, helping
millions of people around the world in the fight against cancer, kidney disease, rheu
matoid arthritis, and other serious illnesses. With a deep and broad pipeline of poten
tial new medicines, Amgen remains committed to advancing science to dramatically

Cintas operates 351 facilities in the U.S. and C anada
and has grown for 36 consecutive years, with fiscal
2 00 5 sales of $ 3 .0 7 billion.
Cintas is currently looking for a Management Trainee
to participate in an extensive, w ell-structured, tw o year training program, designed to provide a strong
know ledge of all aspects of our business.

improve people's lives. To learn more about our pioneering science and our vital
medicines, visit vww.amgen.com.

Amgen staff from the Information Systems Department will be on hand at the Spring
Career Fair to discuss the following opportunities:

• IS Associate, Security Engineer: This position will work on cutting edge IS security

Our Program produces top-notch Cintas Partners who
have superior m anagem ent skills, an in-depth under
standing of our business and industry, and enthusi
asm for our intense, fast-paced environment.

technologies including intrusion detection systems, forensic tools and a myriad of
security scanning and vulnerability analysis tools.

• IS Associate, Research Informatics:This position will work in Amgen's Research Infor

Berry Petroleum Company
Berry
Petroleum
(Company
(www.bry.com) is a $1.6 billion
New York Stock Exchange listed
independent
energy
company
engaged in the production, develop
ment, acquisition, exploitation and

If you have high degrees of self-discipline and drive,
and you're interested in creating a rewarding, high
perform ance m anagem ent career, w e w ant to hear
from you! D o n ’t forget to stop by the career fair on
4127 & 4128

www.cintas.com/careers

matics group, and will be responsible for software development, configuration, and
support of scientific applications within the research organization.

We look forward to seeing you there!
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...is changing the w orld by
dem ocratizing film distribution

WANT TOJOIN US?
We are staffing up in:
•
•
•
•
•

Software Development (San Luis Obispo)
SQA Management (San Luis Obispo)
Authoring/Media Technical Services (Santa Cruz)
Member/Customer Services (Santa Cruz)
Office Administration (San Luis Obispo)

If you’d like to be part of a carefully selected team that will challenge you and help you grow
professionally, please stop by our table at the Spring Career Fair, April 27th and 28th.
HOW ARE WE CHANGING THE WORLD OF FILM DISTRIBUTION?
CustomFlix Labs, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Amazon.com, Inc. Our mission is to
profitably connect filmmakers and content owners to a worldwide audience. To accomplish our
mission, CustomFlix developed our DVD on Demand service, which allows physical media to be
produced when customers order.
CustomFlix was acquired by Amazon.com, Inc. in 2005. Together, CustomFlix and
Amazon.com are changing the rules of distribution. CustomFlix enables our members to make
their titles available to tens of millions of Amazon.com customers.

www.CustomFlix.com
Santa Cruz, CA
•
•■
S'*

tS:

San Luis Obispo, CA
Email: cooljobs@customflix.com
Fax: 8 3 1 -4 0 1 -2 3 3 5

/
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vices, preclmical services and clinical
services, (diaries River's customer
base includes all of the nujor pharcontinuer!from page 7
m.iceutical companies and many
tor two ot Its programs located in
biotechnology companies, govern
Santa Maria and Santa Itarbara.
ment agencies and leading hospitals
Flic Therapeutic
Belia\ioral
and academic iiistitutions. (diaries
Services I'rogram works one-to-one
River's S,4()0 employees serve clients
with children and adolescents on
111 more than 50 countries, l or more
.behavioral modifications m the
inforniation on (diaries River, visit
: home, school or community setting.
our Web site at www.criver.com.
I The Clhiidren’s Mobile (Tisis
. Program
(S. A.F-. I.Y.Safe
'’.Alternatives [-or FreatingYouth) pro- Cintas
(dntas is the leader in corporate
t vides short-term support services to
identity uniform programs, helping
■children and their families.
companies of all sizes consistentlv
present a clean, crisp, professional
Centex Corporation
Dallas-based CY'iitex (lorporation look. We also h.ive specialized flame
(NYSE; t'T X ). founded in l‘>50. is resistant garments and garments for
one of the nation’s leading home cleanroom environments. In addition
building companies. Cente.x Homes to offering the largest varietv of uni
operates in major U.S. markets in 2.S form colors and styles m the indus
states and delivered more than try, our Facilitv Services group helps
homes in the United States our customers keep their businesses
in Its most recent fiscal year which looking clean and professional with
ended March 31, 2005. Its leading floor mats, restroom supplies, mops
brands include Onte.x Homes, Fox and shop towels. Our floor mats,
& Jacobs Homes and C'entex which can be customized with cor
porate logos, check dirt at the door
Destination Properties.
while reducing slips, falls and house
Charles River Laboratories keeping costs. We handle all of the
Charles River Laboratories, based details so our customers don’t have
in Wilmington, Mass, is a global to.
provider of solutions that advance
the drug discovery and development Clark Realty Builders
prticess. Ours leading-edge products
(dark Realty Builders (Cd<B) is a
and services are designed to enable national general contractor with
our clients to bring drugs to market 2on4 revenues of approximately
faster and more efficiently. Hacked $400 million. Initially established to
by our rigorous, best-m-class proce meet the increasing housing needs of
dures and our proven data collection, the Washington, D.C'. metropolitan
analysis and reporting capabilities, area. (]RB h.is become an awardour products and services are orga- winning builder of multifamily
iiized into three categories spanning apartments, military housing, hotels
^ every step of the drug development
see Directory, page 11
pipeline: Research models and ser-
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L A B O R A T O R IE S

C A R E E R O P P O R T U N IT IE S
We seek
Animal Science Majors
Biology/Life Science Majors
Junior, Seniors & Alumni Welcome

SEE US AT
SPRING CAREER FAIR
April 27th
'

G R O U P . IN C .

A r c h it e c t u r e ♦ P l a n n in g
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KTGY is a great
place to build a
solid career
foundation. With
our Intern
Development
Program,
mentorships, and
continuing
education, this is
the perfect
environment to
gain multi
faceted
knowledge of the
architectural field
as well as the
assistance you’ll
need to earn
your architectural
license. Come
see what we are
all abouti

CHARLES RIVER

IRVINE ♦ S a n t a M o n ic a ♦ D e n v e r ♦ O a k l a n d

COME VISIT
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W ith project viability
and client satisfaction
as abiding priorities,
tti.
K T G Y provides
c o m p lete planning and
architectural design
services for residential
com m unities, retail
d evelo p m en ts and
m ixed -u se products
throughout the w estern
U nited S tates . In a
com plex and changing
w orld, th e firm
consistently delivers
innovative solutions
th at reflect clear
understanding of
develop m ent,
m arketing and financial
perform ance. K T G Y
takes particular pride
in its highly m otivated
and principal led
project team s, w ho
deliver superior
products and services,
thus strengthening
clients’ long-term
grow th and earnings
objectives.
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M anagem ent O pportunities!!
,t

Have yo u ......
Had your 10 cups of coffee?
g ^ Created your resume?
Bfl Bought your Suit?

□ Set up Interview with Enterprise?
stop by the Career Fair on April 27*" to find out m ore!!
OR

Apply online at www.enterprise.com/careers and
Contact your local Enterprise Recruiter
Contact: DavidDutdun
CollegeBditions Manager
David a. dutchen@eraccom
909-821-7785

^ M c n /r i
E nterp rise
r^ffV • < « r

We are an equal opportuni^/ employer. MFDV
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contributions and eflorts in making
The (xitfee Bean A' Tea Leaf the
continued from page 9
world’s finest cofiee shop.
and scMiior living facilities from
We are currently looking for all
California to Florida.
positions for our Bismo Beach and
liuilding more than 4,(H)<) housing Faso Robles locations, and are look
units every year, CdllFs portfolio ing for individuals who consider
now consists primarily of third-party themselves “simply the best,” and are
general contracting work for satisfied interested in joining our growing
customers across the country. Repeat company!
business serves as an indicator to new
clients that a Cdark-built project is a
Cole Chrysler Dodge
good value.
We have been in business for over
,S6 years in San Luis Obispo. We
Climax Portable Machine
offer a rare opportunity for C"al Boly
graduates to live and succeed here on
Tools
Cdima.x Portable Machine Tools, the CT'ntral Coast. We have just fin
Inc. is a strategic world-class provider ished our first year at our new 7-acre
of comprehensive, on-site machining complex and business grew by close
solutions. Clim.ix Portable Machine to 70 percent! Our growth has made
Tools created the portable machine it possible to add several additional
tools concept and presently holds 21 individuals to our team. The major
patents covering portable machine ity of our sales professionals and
tool technology and equipment. As managers are Cal Boly alumni. We
the world’s largest supplier of represent and sell the most exciting
portable machine tools, it offers stan line of automobiles on the market
dard and custom-built solutions and period.
serves the domestic and internation
Consolidated Electrical
al markets.

Distributors, Inc.
Clorox Company

In 1957, the two locations of the
The Clorox Company is a leading Electric Corporation of San
manufacturer and marketer of con Francisco became Consolidated
sumer products with fiscal year 2(M)5 Electrical Distributors, Inc. CED has
revenues of $4.4 billion. Clorox mar since expanded into a coast-to-coast
kets some of consumers’ most trust network of sales and distribution
ed and recognized brand names, warehouses, with more than 5(M)
including its namesake bleach and locations nationwide.
cleaning products. Armor All® and
STP® auto care products. Fresh Contra Costa County
Step® and Scoop Away® cat litters, Health Services Dept.
Kingsford® charcoal
briquets.
Contra C'osta CTninty Health
Hidden Valley® and
K C Services I )ept. is the largest employ
Masterpiece® dressings and sauces, er in the C-ounry. Environmental
IJnta® water-filtration systems, and Health Division hires summer stu
(ilad® b.ags, wraps and containers.
dents (any college level) to conduct

CNET Networks, Inc
CNET Networks, Inc. is a world
wide media company and creator of
content environments for the inter
active age. C'NET Networks takes
pride in being “a different kind of
media company,” creating richer,
ileeper mter.ictive experiences by
combining the wisdom and passion
of users, marketers and its own
expert editors. CNET Networks’
leading brands — such as CNET,
(iameSpot, MP3.com, Webshots and
ZDNet — focus on the personal
technology, entertainment and busi
ness technology categories. The
company has a strong presence in the
U.S., Asia and Europe.

Coen Company
Since 1912, Coen Company has
specialized in the design, manufac
ture, servicing and maintenance of
burner equipment and combustion
systems. With over 15,(KH) installa
tions worldwide, Coen burner
equipment and combustion systems
provide optimum performance,
meeting the needs of the industrial
boiler, utility boiler, cogeneration,
wood products, pyro-processing,
solid
fuel,
refinery,
oil
recovery/steam flood and petro
chemical industries.

The Coffee Bean & Tea
Leaf
Since 1963, The Coffee Bean &
Tea Leaf has been a part of people’s
lives and we pride ourselves on pro
viding our Team Members and cus
tomers with the world’s finest quali
ty coffee experience. The Coffee
Bean is not just a job but a lifestyle
and we encourage diversity and
striving to be ‘‘simply the best” in all
areas of our lives. We understand the
importance of each Team Member’s

pool/spa inspections, qualified envimnmental health specialist trainee
applicants and registered environ
mental health specialists. Work
authorization will be reviewed by
Human Resources.
Registered environmental health
staff enforce applicable state laws and
regulations as well as local ordinances
in programs such as land use, solid
waste/medical waste, consumer pro
tection and retail foods. REHS staff
work closely with all regulatory
agencies including the District
Attorney’s office.
Staff are assigned to pn>grams.
Many of the senior specialists con
duct training for the community,
write for grants, develop brochures
or work on a multitude of environ
mental health projects.

Cupertino Electric
In more than 50 years, Cupertino
Electric has grown by helping to
develop the latest electrical turnkey
solutions as each new generation of
technology demands it.
CEI built the entire electrical sys
tem, on a turnkey basis, for the first
large-scale microchip fabrication
plant and the first sophisticated
biotech plant. The company pio
neered the building of Internet data
centers and the delivery of ‘‘high
nines” pdwer reliability for missioncritical facilities.

CustomRix
CustomFlix is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Amazon.com, w’ith
offices located in Santa Cruz, San
Luis Obispo and Los Angeles.
Amazon.com is the global leader in
e-commerce, with millions of cus
tomers
around
the
world.
CustomFlix is the world’s leader in
on-demand
video
publishing.
Together, we’re a pmfitable, entresee Directory, page 12
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With locations blanketing the country, USG Corporation has the resources, plants, projects and
people to build walls, ceilings...and CAREERS. As a Fortune 500 Company, we offer challenging
opportunities for entry-level professionals dedicated to innovation and ingenuity. We are
currently looking to fill positions in the following areas;

Accounting | Engineering | Human Resources
Please stop by our booth at the
2006 Spring Job Fair on Thursday, April 27th.
USG will be holding interviews after the job fair on
Thursday, April 27th. Please sign up for an interview
by visiting us at the Spring Job Fair or email your resume
to us, USG Corporation, attention Elysia Leone at:
eleone@usg.com.

For more information regarding USG and your future with
us, please visit our website at;

w w w .u sg.com
USG Con oration ,>nd its subsidiaries are committed to enual cmi'lo, merit oi in rtunitics M/F/D/V.

Engineering
City of

5an Luis Obispo is a Charter City with a Council-MayorAdministrative Officer form of government. The City employs
approximately 350 employees, has five bargaining units, and a
total budget of $91 million. The City's organizational values guide its
activities, priorities, and services. These values were created by a repre
sentative committee of employees and have been incorporated in recruit
ment and selection, recognition awards, performance appraisal systems, and
daily interactions.
The City actively encourages citizen involvement. Residents seek to maintain
the City's standards through controlled growth, careful development of its residential,
educational, commercial, and tourism bases, and by demanding high-quality municipal
services. The City currently has thirteen active advisory bodies.

Salary: $ 39 39 .-$4836/monthly
Performs professional and technical civil engineering
work in support of City public works and private
development projects starting with simple projects and
moving to nrore complex ones. Employees in this job
class provide general engineering support and direction
to a variety of public and private projects. Projects
worked on may include civil works projects including:
roads, drainage, grading, buildings, water and wastewater pipelines and treatment facilities, tanks,
parks and landscaping, bike paths,
environmental mitigation and other
related subjects. As employees show
an increase in knowledge, skills, abilities
and initiative, employees are eligible for
promotion.

EDUCATION A N D EXPERIENCE:
Bachelor's degree in Civil
Engineering or a related field.
---------------- O R -----------------

Possession o f an Engineer in
Training certificate.

Filing deadlin«:
Friday, May 5,2006(5:00 p.m.)
Apply on-line from website
www.slocity.org
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preneurial, growing team known for
innovation and excellence. Our
employees are builders and problem
solvers, who are expected to think
big while keeping their eyes on the
details that drive customer satisfac
tion. The pertbrmance bar is very
high. C')ur total compensation pack
age is extremely competitive, and
for eligible employees includes
Amazon.com Restricted Stock
Units, a 401 (k) savings plan with a
company match, and great health
care benefits.

Del Monte Rxxis
Del Monte Foods Plant No. 24 is
a Tomato Processing plant located in
Hanford, Calif Our plant special
izes in canned tomato protli^cts.
Great People. Great Brands.
Great Company, (ireat Future.
Today, with annual sales of over
$3 billion, San Francisco-headquar
tered Del Monte Foods continues to
move forward. As the company
takes its revered American icon
brand to the next level of consumer
value, it is also broadening its strong
center-store presence to include a
wide array of new products, new
categories, and newly acquired
brands and businesses. The result is
a re-energized and determined food
industry giant that is winning by
showing consumers exciting new
ways to create great meals both at
home and on the go.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS!
EXPERT SHOE AND PURSE REPAIR

543-6662
^ 668 Marsh Street
San Luis Obispo

DES Architects &
Engineers
Imagine a workplace that chal
lenges you to solve difficult prob
lems that often have no easy answers

while having fun in the process. If
you’re ready to discover how far
your talents can take you, DES
Architects & Engineers invites you
to apply. We are looking for creative
people to help us solve our clients
facilities needs.
For over 30 years, DES has creat
ed working, learning and healing
environments for people. Our pro
fessional disciplines include archi
tectural design, structural and civil
engineering, interior architecture,
landscape architecture and architec-.
tural graphics. Our multi-disciplined
approach provides * us with an
understanding of how various sys
tems interact and connect across dis-'
ciplines.

San Luis Obispo County
EOC
Designated by the Board of
Supervisors in 1965 as the county’s
private nonprofit Community
Action Agency, EOC provides com
prehensive community-based pro
grams, which strive to alleviate
poverty and promote self-sufficien
cy among economically and socially
disadvantaged residents. Annually,
EOC serves more than 40,000 per
sons across San Luis Obispo County
and ten other central and southern
California counties including San
Diego, Orange, Ventura, Santa
Barbara, Fresno, Kern, Monterey,
San Benito, Tulare, and San Joaquin.

Edwards Air Force Base
F-117 Stealth Fighters overhead,
vanishing in seconds. F/A-22
Raptors and F-16 Falcons purpose
fully testing out-of-control maneu
vers. Overhead fly one-of-a-kind
see Directory, page 13
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aircraft. This is just a part of the
experience that defines the Air
Force Flight Test C'enter (AFFTC)
at Edwards Air Force Base.

EMC Corporation
EMC Corporation is the world
leader in information storage sys
tems, software, networks and ser
vices that store, protect, move, man
age and access the explosion of con
tent. EMC solutions are enabling
enterprises of all kinds to unite
information as one resource, harness
it as one source of value and lever
age it as one asset to reach the goals
of the organization. If you thrive in
a challenging, results-oriented and
rewarding environment take a closer
look at EMC Corporation. Team up
with the world leader and achieve
your own ambitious goals!

You’ve dreamed of creating your
own startup, of mastering skills that
help you take ownership of your
future. OK, so you never dreamed
of working at Enterprise. But we
can make your dreams a reality. As a
Management Trainee at Enterprise,
you’ll learn to run a profit center,
manage people and grow your own
fast-paced business. You’ll enjoy big
earning potential, with perfor
mance-based promotion that many
MBAs would envy. Plus you’ll find
great opportunities, fun people and
an $8 billion company recognized as
one of America s best to work for.
Full Benefit Package including:
Medical/Dental/Vision/Prescriptio
n Coverage, Life Insurance, Long
Term Disability, Profit Sharing,
401K,
paid
vacation
and
ChoiceTime
days.
Employee
Assistance Program, Employee
Discounts and more.

M ONTEREY C O U N TY
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•'s Offke ¡5 ^ Volos of Monterey County Agricuftuit.
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W e are leading agriculture into the next century through innovation, communication,
education, service and partnership...
...while honoring the requirements of government, traditions of industry, and
the needs of the public. O u r mission is to prom ote and protect agriculture,
the environment, and public welfare, and to assure consumer and business
confidence in the marketplace.

W e currently have the following positions available:

• —Agricultural
Inspector/Biologist ,
S ------------------------------------- ! - ------------------------------------- 2 ---------- (p e rm a n e n t)
• Agricultural
Inspector Aide ,
^
^ ,
— 2 --------------------------------- ^— E------------------------------------ (te m p o ra ry during sum m er break)
• Agricultural
Aide ,
o u/ ^
— -------------------- --------------------------(p e rm a n e n t seaso n al- approx. 6 -8 m onths/yr.)

R Kort)el & Bros., Inc.

F. Korbel & Bros., Inc. was found
ed in the mid 18()0’s by brothers
The Endeavour Center is one Francis, Anton, and Joseph Korbel.
division of the Space Information Today we are a successful business
Laboratories (SIL), a non-profit 501 and winery employing over 500
educational and scientific corpora people. Kenwood Vineyards, Valley
tion with operating divisions to of the Moon Winery, Lake Sonoma
improve education' and develop Winery and Heck CTdlars are all
innovative products in the fields of under the umbrella of the Heck
science and engineering through Family. Heck Estates makes up the
such ert'orts as school-to-career Sales &■ Marketing portion of the
pathways, public outreach and company. Working together, we pro
research and dev'elopment. SIL, Inc. duce fine wines &, champagnes and
implements educational outreach, ship to world markets.
educational reform, and research
and development efforts to promote F^stenal
Fastenal was founded in 1007 in
America s space endeavours.
see Directory, page 14

The Endeavour Center

W e will be interviewing during the upcoming job fair on A p ril 28, 2006.
Please stop by our table for information.

Please visit o u r w e b site at

w w w .co .m o n terey.ca.u s/ag /
fo r m o re in fo rm a tio n o r applications.

C o n s tru c tio n
Construction M anager - General Contractor

Discover What’s In It For You!
Consider putting your degree in:
- Construction Management
- Engineering
To work in the construction industry.
PW Construction welcom es degree applicants for
a variety o f corporate office and field positions.
Since 1984, PW Construction has provided general contractor, design-build,
and construction management services to both the public and private sectors.
We have successfully completed over $400 million in projects ranging
from $5-$12 million, and serve southern California and Nevada with offices
in Glendora, Orange County, Las Vegas, La Quinta, and Cripple Creek Colorado.
Internships and summer jobs may be available.
Let us know if youVe interested!!
Visit us online @
www.pwconstruction.com

Wednesday, April 26, 2006

Texas Instruments
is liiring Electrical Engineers!

Visit us o n A p ril 2 8 th . E m a il y o u r re s u m e to a n a l o g u @ l i s t t i . c o m

TfexAS Instruments f

technology for Innovators
We will be the technology
shaping the future.

Make it come true!
For more than six decades, Texas Instruments has
created milestone innovations, including the first commer
cial silicon transistors, the first integrated circuit and the
first electronic handheld calculator. Since then, our range
of products has continually grown due to new technology.
Tl envisions a world where every phone call, every Inter
net connection, every photograph you take, and every
song you listen to are touched by the power of T l’s Digital
Signal Processor (D SP ) and Analog technology. That
dream is coming true. Tl is making it happen right now.
Tl is looking for top talent to help us create innovative
custom 1C solutions that bridge the analog and digital
domain into everyday life. A s part of our team, you would
work with the team and customers to create custom
mixed-signal solutions with exceptional service.

Are you looking for a real opportunity?
We are looking for qualified employees.
Analog Customer Applications Engineer
Product Engineer

Test Engineer

Analog & Mixed-Signal Design Engineer

Directory

Puerto Rico and Mexico.

continued from page 13

FM Global

Winona, Minn, by company
('hairman, liob Kierlin. From this
beginning, Fastenal has expanded to
become the fastest growing full-line
industrial distributor, and is now the
largest fastener distributor in the
nation. Our service-oriented busi
ness network currently includes an
in-house Manufacturing Division, a
product Quality Assurance and
Engineering Department, a strategic
system of 12 Distribution (k'nters in
the U.S., a fleet of over 275 compa
ny-owned semi-trucks and trailers
and over I,S()() store sites.

FM Global is the communicative
name for Factory Mutual Insurance,
a global engineering-driven proper
ty insurance and risk management
organization that specializes in com
mercial and industrial property
insurance and loss control.
Welcome to FM Global, one of
the world’s largest commercial and
industrial property insurance and
risk management organizations spe
cializing in property protection.
More than one out of every three
Fortune 1()()() companies, as well as
leading international corporations,
benefit from FM Global’s superior
financial strength, policy coverage,
Federated Insurance
risk management skills and exten
Companies
sive expertise in loss prevention
Federated Insurance Companies
engineering and research.
is a Fortune 1()()() company that
provides commercial products to
various independent businesses Fowler Nurseries, Inc.
Fowler Nurseries produces and
across the country. Federated is an
sells
fruit and nut tree nursery stock
A+ rated organization by A.M. liest,
which places them in the top 7 per to commercial orchardists nation
wide and forest conifer seedlings to
cent of all companies.
timber and C'hristmas tree industries
in Central and Northern California.
Ferguson
We strive to provide recognizable
Ferguson is the country’s largest
superior quality products, while
wholesale distributor of construc
maintaining high customer satisfac
tion materials including plumbing;
tion.
pipes, valves and fittings; water
*Oeate and maintain a safe and
works; and heating and air condi
productive work environment in
tioning products. We buy from
which employee satisfaction is
quality manufacturers and sell to
attained through the realization that
residential and commercial contrac
outstanding, dedicated people make
tors, developers, plumbers, industrial
it all happen, particularly when we
clients, as well as the general public.
work together as a team.
Ferguson has sales of over $7 billion
and over 19,0()() associates in about
1,011 service centers located in 50 Fritolay North America
states, the District of Columbia,
see Directory, page 15

\/laSat
ViaSat will be at the 2DDB Spring Job Fair on Thursday, April 27
NDW HIRING; Entry level Software, Hardware and Mechanical Engineers
ViaSat, a fast growing, innovative development company, produces advanced digital wireless
communications and signal processing products for commercial and government markets.
Dur exciting development projects all involve digital communications and cover specialties
such as satellite communications, wireless networking, tactical communications,
network security, and communication simulation and training.
Vile currently have openings at our corporate headquarters in Carlsbad, CA (San Diego) and
our facilities in Atlanta,GA; Boston, MA; Cleveland, DH; Germantown, MD; and Phoenix, AZ.

CALPODf

|
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state of California.
We are a distributor of engineered
continued from page I4
products for the water and W'asteFrito-lay North America is a water industry. Simply put: Piping,
leader of fun food products with pipe fittings, valves, meters, hydrants
production operations in over 40 and other fixtures. That may not
locations
throughout
North sound like a lot of products, but we
America. Fnto-lay produces some of handle close to 60,()()() different
your favorite fun food items with items that can vary in weight from
solid brands that include 1)oritos, 10 tons down to less than an ounce.
Fritos, Kold-(iold and Tostitos.
Frito-Lay is a division of FepsiC^o, a
world leader in snack foods and bev Gruen Associates
Gruen Associates, established in
erages, with revenues of about $27
billion and over 143,()()0 employees. 1946, provides architectural, interior
FepsiC'o brands are available in near design, planning, urban design, envi
ronmental assessment, landscape
ly 200 countries and territories.
architecture, community participa
tion and transportation- services
Gothic Landscaping and
worldwide.
Gothic Grounds
Ihrough its broad international
practice
the firm has received recog
Management
Work for one of the largest land nition for its design of mixed-use
scape construction companies in the developments, sports facilities, theme
nation. We have two divisions — parks, transit stations, convention
(rothic Landscaping and (iothic centers, civic centers, office build
(¡rounds Management — with ings, hotels and destination resorts,
branches in Los Angeles, San 1)iego. condominiums and apartments, spe
Las Vegas and Phoenix with sales in cialty retail stores, shopping centers,
e.xcess of $130 million and w ith over schools and universities, libraries,
1,700 employees. We specialize in performing arts and cultural centers,
landscape construction and grounds museums, marinas, parking struc
maintenance for residential master- tures, airports and judicial facilities.
planned community developers, We strive to blend function and effi
public works and industrial com ciency with distinctive architectural
mercial developers, (¡othic offers forms, spaces and amenities designed
competitive wages and incentive to respond to the client’s needs and
bonus with a very generous benefits the building’s users. Our projects not
only meet functional and budgetary
package.
requirements, but also represent
timeless architectural design in the
Groeniger and Company
Groemger and Company has 16 contextual setting. We pride our
branches from Northern California selves on a diverse staff in multiple
in Redding to the southern tip of disciplines allowing for a symbiosis
the state in Temecula. This allows us in the design, production and
to operate throughout the entire

P o w e r

Systems

Project Engineer
Intern/Associate

Peterson Power Systems in SF
Bay Area has opportunities for
PS Project Engineer Interns.
The ideal candidate will have an
EE degree, work experience in
production support/ construc
tion industry w / familiarization
on power systems: position
requires strong working knowl
edge of relevant computer sys
tems and software including
Adobe Acrobat & AutoCad.
Will be on campus this Thursday.
Please come by table or apply at

www.petersonpower.com

see Directory, page 16

The world looks to Parsons for
landmark solutions— we’re looking
for today’s boldest thinkers

N ow staffing our
San Luis Obispo office.
There is an immediate need
for Civil Engineers, Geologists,
and Project Control Engineers.

Build your future with us
e m a il y o u r res u m e to:
co lle g e h ire s.p a rs o n s i‘=parsons.com

http:^ w w w .p a rs o n s jo b s .c o m
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creating value for our customers, our
shareholders, our employees and our
world.

continued from page 15

administration processes.

Guardian Industries Corp.
IPUBLIC W O R K S

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Is hiring e n try -le v e l p ro ject m a n a g e rs . S tu d e n ts g ra d u a tin g by
S pring 2 0 0 6 in A rc h ite c tu re, C o n s tru c tio n M a n a g e m e n t,
C o n stru ctio n T e c h n o lo g y , or Civil E n g in e e rin g , a re in vited to
p a rticip a te in o u r o n -c a m p u s in te rv ie w s to be c o n d u c te d on
0 4 /2 8 /2 0 0 6 a fte r th e S p rin g C a re e r F a ir.
P le a s e visit our
c a re e r fair booth on 0 4 /2 8 to sign up for th e o n -c a m p u s
in terview .

CAPITAL PROJECTS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANT
SALARY: $4,302.55 - $5,063.64 Monthly
B e n e fits in c lu d e : D e fe rre d c o m p e n s a tio n p lan w ith 4 % C o u n ty
m atc h in g c o n trib u tio n .
O n -s ite M B A a n d M P A p ro g ra m s .
E d u c a tio n a l Tu ition R e im b u rs e m e n t P ro g ra m . O p p o rtu n ity for
p rom otio n 1 2 m o n th s a fte r hire d a te .
For m o re in fo rm a tio n , visit us at h ttp ://la d p w .o rg or call us a t
(6 2 6 ) 4 5 8 -2 1 4 1 .

In te r n s a n d

N e w

City of Hanford

Hanford is a municipal corpora
tion chartered by the State of
California since 1H91. We provide a
complete line of municipal services
to the residents of the City of
Hanford, including: Police and fire
protection,
planning, building
inspections, storm drainage collec
tion, sewer, refuse, water, street and
park maintenance and recreation
programs.
Hanford operates under the
council-manager form of municipal
government. The City of Hanford is
governed by a five-member City
Council elected by districts to fouryear terms on a staggered biennial
basis. The voters of Hanford elect
five representatives to serve as mem
bers of the City Council. They
decide policy. The council appoints
a City Manager to carry out their
policy m the day to day work of the
City. The Chty Manager organizes
Halliburton
the City functions under various
Founded m 1919, Halliburton
departments and appoints the
leads the world providing products department heads and other staff to
and services to the petroleum and assist in getting the job done.
energy industries. With a workforce
of over 1()(),()()() employees, opera
tions 111 over KM) countries and rev Harbor Freight Tools
Harbor Freight Tools, is one of the
enues of over $20.4 billion in 2004,
country’
s largest tool and equipment
Halliburton is a global leader in
energy services, engineering and catalog retailers. Harbor Freight
Tools offers more than 7,(MM) tools
construction.
Wherever in the world oil and gas and equipment items, including
reserves are being discovered, drilled, products marketed under such
extracted, produced or refined from brands as CxMitral Machinery,
dense jungles to deepwater wells, Chicago Electric. DeWalt, Makita,
chances are Halliburton’s people are Pittsburgh and Stanley.The company
see Directory, page 17
working, sharing, contributing and

Ciuardian Industries Corp., based
in Auburn Hills, Mich., is a leading
worldwide manufacturer of float
glass and fabricated glass products for
the commercial and residential con
struction industries.
Guardian
Automotive provides complete
exterior systems to the global auto
motive industry and is a Tier 1, top100 global automotive supplier.
Guardians Building Products Group
includes one of the largest manufac
turers of fiberglass in the world and
occupies a significant and growing
position in the building materials
distribution business. Guardian, its
subsidiaries and affiliates employ
19,(M)0 people and operate facilities
throughout North America, Europe,
South America, Asia, Africa and the
Middle East.
Visit us at
www.guardian.com.

C o lle g e

G ra d u a te s

Join the highly respected engineering team of Lam Research Corporation
and put your talent to work in a dynamic, team-oriented environment—

■iM

where you will be challenged to achieve a high standard of excellence
and rewarded for your successes. We have immediate openings for
B.S./M.S. interns and graduates. Apply for positions at the job fair or
at lamjobs^iamrc.com

The Company's reputation as an organization where talented people
can learn, achieve, and be rewarded is the result of innovative employee
policies, competitive compensation practices, and corporate culture.
For additional information, visit www.lamresearch.com.
Lam Research Corporation has been a major provider o f wafer fabrication
equipment and services to the world's semiconductor industry for 25 years.

The Company's innovative technologies empower customers to build
advanced, high-performance integrated circuits. Headquartered in
Fremont, Calif., Lam employs more than 2,000 people worldwide.
A n equal opportunity em ployer (M/F/D/V).

RESEARCH
C hanging the Value Equation''

\
à

\

M u s t a n g D aily
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CAREER FAIR
programs.
We look for enthusiastic, highenergy' employees who are dedicated
continued from page 16
also sells via the Internet and to client satisfaction, teamwork and
through a network of about 225 are passionate about the business.
retail stores in more than 40 states. It
was tbunded in 1%S.
Hoogerwerf Engineering

Directory

HBE Corp.
HOE is a fully-integrated single
source design-build firm specializing
design-build delivery of institution
al buildings — notably hospitals,
medical buildings and financial facil
ities (such as branches, headquarters
and operations centers.) The HOE
approach typically includes strategic
planning, site analysis, architecture,
engineering design and construc
tion. HliE annually ranks among
the Engineering News Record
(ENR) listing of top design-build
firms in the U.S. HOE has planned,
designed and built hundreds of pro
jects across the United States, in fact
the net present value of HOE pro
jects would exceed $7 billion in
todays dollars. Function, efficient
design and space adjacencies for
optimal employee productivity are
HBE trademarks. HBE is among the
nations largest-privately held firms
and also is owner and operator of
hotels in St. Louis, Dallas, Denver,
Indianapolis and Buffalo under the
Adam’s Mark brand name.
HBE 11330 Olive Blvd., St.
Louis, Mo 63141 (314) 567-9000
www.hbecorp.com

Group, Inc.
Since our establishment in 1999,
Hoogerwerf Engineering (iroup,
Inc. has provided quality-engineered
projects in C'alifornia. Our commit
ment to client satisfaction leads us to
continue to meet deadlines, provide
economical solutions and proactive
ly resolve consultant and contractor
issues in this fast-paced construction
industry. HECil staff uses a team
approach from the beginning of
schematic design through project
completion. Accurate production of
final engineering calculations and
construction documents is critical.
During construction, we support the
schedule by our availability in the
field, as we provide structural obser
vation to our clients.

Iwww.mustangdaily.net |

office. Impact Sciences offers highly
competitive salaries and compensa
tion packages, including 401 (k) pro
gram, flex hours, health and long
term disability insurance, travel
opportunities and a fun, positive
work environment. Responsibilities
include managing CTQA docu
ments and other environmental
studies, working closely with clients
and agencies, and assisting with busi
ness development.

tomer base includes a number of
Fortune 500 companies such as
IBM, 3M, Imation, Philips, Seagate
etc., and their international opera
tions. i n is experienced in working
with Asian customers and maintains
a sales office in Singapore, servicing
our ongoing business relationships
in Cdiina, Taiwan, Flong Kong,
South Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Thailand and the Philippines.

Imperial Irrigation District

lES can provide turnkey electrical
designs or augment your project
team. Services include equipment
specifications, electrical one-line,
equipment sizing, motor control
center design, area classification,
ground & bonding, lighting plans,
and economic evaluations. lES offers
specialized services for protective
device coordination, load flow
analysis, short circuit analysis, motor
acceleration analysis and harmonic
analysis.
lES provides innovative solutions
to automate and control clients’
processes and facilities. lES provides
technical expertise programming the
entire Wonderware product suite,
Allen Bradley PLCs, Modicon
PLCs, Panel Mates, Panel Views and
numerous other systems. lES staff
can provide a wide range of support
from instrumentation specifications
to a complete SCADA system
design.

lES

puter and Internet revolution that
has changed the world. Today, Intel
supplies the computing and com
munications industries with chips,
boards, systems, and software build
ing blocks that are the “ingredients”
of computers, servers and network
ing and communications products.
Intel’s mission is to do a great job for
our customers, employees, and
stockholders by being the preemi
nent building block supplier to the
worldwide digital economy.

The Imperial Irrigation District
Jeffrey DeMure &
(III)), a community-owned utility,
Associates
provides irrigation water and elec
Jeffrey DeMure A Associates
tric power to the lower southeastern
offers cutting-edge integration of
portion of California’s cfesert. Rich
residential architecture and commu
in agricultural history, the Imperial
nity planning that creates inspiring,
Valley’s warm climate region has an
forward looking communities.
agriculture-based economy that
JDA’A produces everything from
produces nearly $1 billion in crops
custom homes to mid-rises, we offer
annually and provides over 1,()()()
excellent exposure to all types of
jobs in the Imperial and Coachella
residential work. Hands-on learning
Valleys. Ill) interacts with many
is part of our culture. We also offer
related water and power associations
IDP mentorship program with our
as well as provides many community
senior level licensed architects.
services. Staying involved with
We offer and exceptional benefits
HRP LanDesign
important environmental issues,
package:
HRF LanDesign, located near the such as the salinity problems at the
Medical: Blue Cross of California
Orange County Airport, offers an Saltón Sea, plays a pivotal role in
Dental: Guardian Dental
excellent professional environment. HD’s future.
Vision:
Vision Service plan
With four design studios and a tech
Life insurance and long-term dis
nical support studio, we offer
Industrial
Tools
Inc.
ability
and 401 (k) plan.
employees the opportunity to work
Industrial
Tools
Inc.
(ITI)
is
a
pri
on a variety of project types and at
Jensen Corporation
every level of project development - vately owned growth-oriented engi
neering
and
manufacturing
compa
Jensen Corporation and Jensen
from conceptual design through
ny
located
in
Oxnard,
Calif,
with
Landscape Services specialize in
construction. We work closely with
Intel
approximately
50
people.
ITI
high-end landscape site work and
developers, master builders, archi
Intel, the world’s largest chip
designs and produces specialized
maintenance. Our services lines
tects
and
others
on
some
of
the
fore
Helix Electric
maker, is also a leading manufacturer
abrasive
products
and
precision
specialize in large commercial instal
Looking to graduate soon? Need most master planned communities,
machining processes, primarily to of computer, networking and com lation, commercial landscape main
destination
hotels
and
resorts,
town
to find a fantastic career opportuni
high technology semiconductor munications products. For over 35 tenance, residential estate installation
ty? By fantastic, do you mean one centers, golf courses, and multifami
manufacturers. ITI’s current cus- years, Intel Corporation has devel
that pays well, has unlimited career ly complexes in their locales. Our
see Directory, page 18
oped technology enabling the com
potential and is located in one of the work is exciting, enriching, chal
m
worlds’ finest climates? If that is lenging, and fun, with the goal to
•
hind»1media comM*'y
leave
a
legacy
for
the
benefit
of
C NET
your definition, then here we are.
NmUNMKS
future
generations.
Helix Electric is one of the nation’s
largest and fastest growing electrical
contractors with 1400 employees HSBC
and revenues exceeding $270 mil
We are the world’s local bank.
lion. In addition to being located in
Headquartered in London, HSBC
California and Nevada, our stability is one of the largest banking and
and unparalleled growth make us an financial services organisations in the
extremely attractive employer for world. HSBC’s international net
new grads. As a member of the work comprises over 9,800 offices in
CNET Networks is a top-10 ranked global media company
Helix organization, you would be 77 countries and territories in
focused on interactive content in specific categories including
joining a dynamic team comprised Europe, the Asia-Pacific region, the
games and entertainment, personal technology and business.
of some of the best skilled craftsman Americas, the Middle East and
and engineers in the United States. Africa.
With listings on the London,
Our standards are high, for we are
CNET Networks is a great place to start your career.
committed to achieving extraordi Hong Kong, New York, Paris and
We have 9 different types of positions open in our San
Bermuda stock exchanges, shares in
nary results.
Francisco and New York offices for candidates
HSBC Holdings pic are held by
nearly 2(M),0(K) shareholders in some
graduating with a bachelor's degree in 2006.
Hewlett Packard
1(K) countries and territories. The
HI* is a leading global provider of
shares are traded on the New York
products, technologies, solutions and
Stock Exchange in the form of
Our Brands include CNET, GameSpot, ZDNet, MP3.com,
services to consumers and business.
American Depositary Receipts.
Webshots, BNET and TV.com. Since 1993 we have leveraged
The company’s offerings span IT
the internet's interactive capabilities to create a different
infrastructure, personal computing
Hughes
Network
Systems
and access devices, gUibal services,
kind of media company.
Hughes Network Systems, LLCand imaging and printing. Our $4
billion annual RAD investment (HNS), is the world's leading
fuels the invention of products, solu provider of broadband satellite net
tions and new technologies so we work solutions for businesses and
can better serve customers and enter consumers, with more than H0(),U0()
new markets. We invent, engineer systems ordered or shipped to cus
Account Coordinators
• Entry-level Designers
and deliver technology solutions that tomers in H5 countries. FINS pio
drive business value, create social neered the development of high
Account Representatives
• Associate Staff Writers
value and improve the lives of our speed satellite Internet access ser
Associate Software Engineers
• Associate Editors
vices and IP-based networks, which
customers.
It markets globally under the
Associate QA Engineers
• Associate Copy Editors
DIREC:WAY brand. D1REC:WAY
Holliday Fenoglio Fowler
Associate Technical Producers
At HFF, you will find a profes terminals are based on the IPoS (IP
sional and challenging work envi over Satellite) global standard,
ronment where employees are approved by both TIA and ETSI
encouraged to expand their skills standards organizations.
through training opportunities. C^ur
supportive atmosphere is based on a Impact Sciences
Visit our career page: http://www.cnetnetworks.com/careers
team-oriented and client-focused
Impact Sciences, an environmen
work ethic.
tal consulting and planning firm
Visit us at our booth at the Cal Poly Career Fair on April 27 and 28
The value of employee contribu serving clients statewide, has oppor
Please contact us at college@cnet.com with any questions
tions is reflected in highly competi tunities for motivated and talented
tive salaries and outstanding benefit people in its Camarillo regional

CNET Networks is Hiring!

POSITIONS OPEN TO 2006 GRADUATES

TO LEARN MORE
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CALTRANS
IS HIRING!
Civil Engineers

Directory
continued from page 17

and maintenance, water manage
ment, irrigation, sports turf, integrat
ed pest management and design
build.

Environmental Planners
Transportation Planners
Right of Way Agents

Positions exist in San Luis Obispo, Fresno,
Bishop and Stockton, California. Become a part
of the leading Transportation agency in the
nation. For more information visit us at the
Spring Job Fair on Friday, April 28,
2006 iri the Chumash
Auditorium.
Visit our website at
www.dot.ca.gov or contact
us at (559) 488 -73 8 3 or
(559) 488-7305.

W e don't just
m ake history...
WE BUILD IT!

W ho Is Caltrans

The California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans) strives to be the highest performing
transportation agency in the country. Caltrans
has more than 23,000 em ployees with an annual
budget of about $10 billion. Headquartered in
Sacramento, the Department has 12 district
offices situated in Eureka, Redding, Marysville,
Oakland, San Luis Obispo, Fresno, Stockton,
Bishop, Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Irvine and
San Diego.

JPA Landscape &
Construction, Inc.
JI^A Landscape & Construction,
Inc. provides full landscape manage
ment and installation services for the
San Francisco Bay and the Balm
Springs Areas with a work force of
over 200 personnel. The corporate
headquarters is based in Livermore,
Calif, and has been in operation
since 1981. C^ur projects include
Kesort Communities, Common
Interest Developments, Business
Complexes, Medical Centers, and
Municipal Properties. JPA offers an
excellent benefits package and pro
motes employee growth within the
organization.

Keith Yates Design Group
Based in the Sierra foothills
between Sacramento and Lake
Tahoe, Keith Yates Design Group is
the largest and most technically
advanced designer of purpose-built
Home Theaters, Media Rooms and
Private Concert Halls in the US,
with over 200 such venues built or
under construction from Aspen to
New Zealand. KYDG’s main “prod
uct” is a .S0+ sheet package includ
ing: artists renderings; exploded 3-D
assembly type drawings of noiseand vibration-engineered walls, ceil
ings, floors, soffits, etc.; e.xtensive
accTustic treatments; audiovisual ele
ments (speakers, subwoofers, screens,
etc.); and ultra-low noise HVAC and
power system details.

KTGY Group, Inc.

C lean c o m b u s tio n . P o w e rfu l resu lts.

%—

Coen Company’s Engineering Training Program
A Step in the Right Direction

A re you interested in a career that makes a differ/ \

Â.

ence? At Coen, we design and manufacture
^

combustion equipment that is reducing the

emissions of combustion byproducts such as N O x
and CO while also improving thermal efficiency for
industrial and utility users worldwide.' Are you
attracted to a company that provides challenging
opportunities and supports hard work, selfmotivation, and teamwork? Are you ready to apply
your thermodynamics, fluid mechanics and other
engineering skills in real world applications? If so,
then Coens Engineering Training Program is for you!

VISITCOEN'SBOOTHFRIDAY, APRIL 28™
OR VISIT WWW.CCDEN.COM. fo r m o r e in fo r m a t io n

KTCÌY Ciroup, Inc. provides com
plete planning and architectural
design services for residential com
munities, retail developments and
mixed use projects. In a complex
and changing world, the firm consis
tently delivers innovative solutions
that reflect clear understanding of
development, marketing and finan
cial performance. KTGY takes par
ticular pride in its highly motivated
and principal led studio teams, who
deliver superior architectural and
planning services, thus strengthing
clients’ long-term growth and earn
ings objectives.

Lam Research
Corporation
Founded in 1980, Lam Research
Corporation is a leading supplier of
wafer fabrication equipment and
services to the worldwide semicon
ductor industry. The Company’s
innovative
etch
technologies
empower customers to build the
world’s highest-performing integrat
ed circuits. Lam’s etch systems shape
the microscopic conductive and
dielectric layers into circuits that
define a chip’s final use and function.
Headquartered in Fremont, Calif.,
Lam maintains a network of facilities
throughout the United States, Asia
and Europe to meet the complex
and changing needs of its global cus
tomer base.

Wednesday, April 26, 2006
chase, development and sale of resi
dential land directly and through our
unconsolidated partnerships. Our
financial service subsidiaries provide
mortgage financing, title insurance,
closing services and insurance
agency services for both buyers of
our homes and others, and sell the
loans they originate in the secondary
mortgage market.

Life Steps
Life Steps provides home and
community-based services across the
lifespan to adults, teens and children.
We serve people who have develop
mental and/or physical disabilities as
well as those challenged by sub
stance abuse, premature birth, child
abuse/neglect and social or eco
nomic deprivation. We also serve
low income seniors and the frail
elderly. All of our programs empha
size the importance of strengthening
individuals and their circles of sup
port.

Linear Technology
Corporation
Linear Technology Corporation
(LTC) designs, manufactures and
markets a broad line of high-perfor
mance standard linear integrated cir
cuits using silicon gate CMOS,
BiCMOS and Complementary
Bipolar wafer fabrication process
technologies.
The company marketed approxi
mately 7,500 products this year to
over 15,000 original equipment
manufacturers. These products com
pete in the marketplace based on
their performance, functional value,
quality and reliability.

Lockheed Martin
Lockheed Martin is a highly
diversified $35.5 billion advanced
technology company and the strate
gic leader in the aerospace industry
with major positions in information
systems, software development,
space, launch vehicles, aemnautics,
electronics, environmental services
and energy programs. The vision of
the C'orporation is to be the world’s
premier systems engineering and
technology enterprise.
Lockheed Martin offers the
opportunity to work on teams of
highly skilled professionals to solve
some of the most challenging and
exciting engineering, information
systems, and software development
problems in the world. As an inte
gral part of the team, your ideas will
have impact and your performance
will make a difference. In our high
ly competitive, high technology,
world-wide marketplace, we are
looking for college students and
graduates ready to reach the pinna
cle of technology. One interview
with Lockheed Martin makes you a
candidate for positions in our many
businesses across the country. We
can give you a world of choices for a
bright and exciting career.

LA County Dept, of Public
Works

The Department is a public
agency that is responsible for the
design, construction, installation,
operation, maintenance, and/or
repair of roads, bridges, airports,
sewers, water supply, flood protec
tion, watershed management and
Lennar Corporation
water conservation facilities and reg
Lennar Corporation is one of the ulatory and ministerial programs for
nation’s largest homebuilders and a the County of Los Angeles, Los
provider of financial services. Our Angeles County Flood Control
homebuilding operations includes District, other special districts and
land development, construction and contract cities that request services.
the sale of single-family attached and
detached homes, as well as the pur
see Directory, page 19
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A 24-hour Emergency Operations
CCenter is maintained to respond to
problems reported by the public
and other agencies as well as major
emergencies, such as floods, wind
storms, snowstorms, earthquakes,
etc., and to monitor various
1)epartmental Facilities.

Mercury enables IT organizations
to shift their focus from managing
IT projects to optimizing business
outcomes. Cîlobal 2000 companies
and government agencies world
wide rely on Mercury to lower 11
costs, reduce risks and optimize for
growth; address strategic IT initia
tives; and optimize enterprise appli
cation environments like J2EE,
.NET, and ERP/CRM .

Masterfoods USA

MinciBody Online

Masterlbods USA is the U.S.
division of Mars Incorporated
C'.ompany responsible for producing
snacktood, pet food and mam meal
food. It has headquarter locations
in Hackettstown, New jersey and
Los Angeles, C!alif. and manufactur
ing plants throughout North
America.
We are best known for long
standing brands such as Mi^Ms,
Snickers, Skittles, I’edigree, Whiskas
and Uncle Hen’s. Learn more about
Masterfoods and Mars incorporated
at our company Web site:
http://www.mars.com/

MindBody Online is a rapidly
growing firm based in San Luis
Obispo that develops proprietary
database applications and online
class scheduling for high end per
sonal fitness studios worldwide. Our
global clients include: Yoga, Pilâtes,
I )ance and Personal Training stu
dios along with 1)ay Spas. We are
looking for smart, well-rounded
Cal Poly students to staff our Sale's
Team and Technical Support Desk.
Other positions available.

Directory
continued from page 18

MJS Design Group

MJS Dt'sign (iroup is committed
to providing the highest Ic'vel of
professional landscape architecture
Maxim Healthcare
and planning de'sigii services in
Services
developing viable solutienis for the
Ma.xim Healthcare Services pro
enhancement of life, while under
vides medical starting, home health
standing, respecting and preserving
and wellness services. Founded in
natural systems and the environ
19HS, Maxim has rapidly expanded
ment. MJS Design Cîroup offers a
to include divisions and over 2.S<l
comprehensive range of services for
branch ofrtces in 3S states. We have
luxury multifamily, nuster planned
earned a position .as an innovative
mixed-use neighborhoods, thematic
competitor in the health care indus
retail and commercial centers and
try through our quality of patient
resort planning.
care, commitment to employee
development and emphasis on cus
tomer service. Today, Maxim is one Monterey County
of the largest privately owned com Agricultural
panies in our industry, with project
Commissioner’s Office
ed growth for the year 2005
The mission of the Agricultural
exceeding 30 percent.
Commissioners Office is primarily
regulatory, enforcing laws & regula
Maxim
tions of the California Food Sc
Maxim’s mission is to continu Agriculture Code, California Code
ously invent high-quality analog and others.There are four function
engineering solutions that add al areas of services: Pest Prevention
value to our customers’ micro (exclusion, detection, and eradica
processor-based electronics world tion of unwanted pests); Pest
wide. We
have consistently Management (weed and vertebrate
increased our stockholders’ equity programs, host-free
periods);
by meeting our cost and perfor Environmental Protection (pesti
mance goals, minimizing time-to- cide use enforcement); Consumer
market and maximizing our engi Protection (inspection of produce,
neering productivity.
organic certification, nurseries,
Established in 1983, Maxim weights and measures); and Other
Integrated Products is a worldwide Services (e.g. crop report, farm mar
leader in design, development and ket certification, outreach/promomanufacture of linear and mixed- tion, county fairs and other events).
signal integrated circuits (ICs).
The Agricultural Commissioner
works closely with the C^alifornia
Department
of
Food
and
Agriculture and the California
Mendocino Forest Products Environmental Protection Agency
Company, LLC is a leading supplier (Department
of
Pesticide
of sustainable forest products based Regulation). Both state agencies
in Ukiah, Calif. Our company’s serve to ensure the uniform
purpose has been to demonstrate it enforcement of state laws and regu
is possible to manage productive lations throughout California.
forestlands with a high standard of
environmental stewardship, and also Mcx)g Inc.
operate a successful business. If you
Moog Inc., located in Torrance,
appreciate this kind of thinking and C^alif. is a world class designer and
want to be a part of a dedicated manufacturer of precision control
team, then visit our Web sites at systems. Moog offers an outstand
MFP.com
and
MRCLcom ing work environment, competitive
(Mendocino Redwood C'ompany) salary and benefits. We are looking
for more information about this for uniquely qualified individuals
position under the careers/employ with an interest in control systems,
ment opportunities tab.
in both aerospace and industrial
applications, and an intense desire
Mercury
to be the best in the world!
Mercury is the global leader in
IJusiness Technology Optimization
Momingstar Foods
(BTO) software and services. C'lur
Morningstar Foods is a subsidiary
BTO products and solutions help
of the nation’s leading dairy manu
customers govern and manage IT
facturer Dean Foods. The facility
and optimize application quality,
located in Central Valley, Gustine,
performance
and
availability.

Mendocino Forest
l^roducts Company

see Directory, page 20
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USS/POSCO
A world class steel manufacturer located in Pittsburg,
California. Founded in 190 9 as Columbia Steel,
became U.S. Steel in 19 3 0 - joint venture company
established in 19 8 6 by U.S. Steel and Pohang Iron and
Steel, South Korea.
All entry level employees (career) start as
management associates, which means that they can
rotate through different divisions during the first year.

Types of employment available:
One Electrical Engineer - Career (undergrad)
One Electrical Engineer - Summer Intern 2006 (Jr/Sr)
Two Materials Engineers - Career (undergrad)
One Materials Engineer - Summer Intern 2006 (Jr/Sr)
One Industrial Engineer - Summer Intern 2006 (Jr/Sr)

P roject E ngineer
HBE seeks a motivated individual with degree in civil engineering to work
out of'our St. Louis office, support projects in the field and participate
in HBE training. The office project engineer will be responsible for
approval of materials and coordination of deliveries. Must be able to
read plans and understand specifications and contracts. Success in
this position will result in career advancement and relocation back to
CalHbmia after six to twelve months.
HBE is a fully integrated design-build firm specializing in healthcare
(hospitals, surgery centers and medical buildings), financial facilities
(headquarter, branch and operations centers) for community banks and
credit unions. Ranked among the nations leading design-build firms by

Engineering News Record.
Stop by the HBE booth at the Spring Career Job Fair on April 27th and
bring your resume and references.

H BE is
è
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li.is been a industry Icailor in the
proeess of ESI, (extended shelf life)
produets, was the first to iinpleinent
direct steam infusion of dairy prod
ucts 111 l‘M2 and currently supports
Dean's with specialty dairy products.
Overall a fast paced highly technical
plant that has been operating since
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Located in the southeast corner of
California, IID Energy is:
The sixth largest electric utility in
California
Serves 130,000 customers in a
6,471 squaremile service area that
includes Imperial County, the
Coachella Valley and part of San
Diego County.

Em ployees w ill be ro ta te d e very 6
m o n th s to gain e x p e rie n c e w o rk in g
on th e fo llo w in g projects

Committed to an ambitious
building program that includes
generation, alternative energy and
transmission corridors.

N e w g e n e ra tio n
N e w G re e n p a th Energy C o rrid o r
P h o to vo ltaic
G e o th e rm a l
D e m a n d -s id e m a n a g e m e n t
G e o g rap h ic al In fo rm a tio n System
O v e rh e a d and u n d e rg ro u n d tran s
m ission design
and d e v e lo p 
m ent

*
1. Electrical Engineers
2. E-m ail Resumes to
gsantana@ iid.com
3. Salary starts at $55,000
4. Stop b y o u r b o o th at the Jo b
Fair, Th u rsd a y A p ril 27th
5. Loo kin g to hire recent or
g ra d u a tin g students for M ay
2006

NAVSEA
NAVSEA IS the Navy's central
] activity for designing, engineering,
integrating, building and procuring
U.S. Naval ships and shipboard
weapon and combat systems. The
Warfare Center’s rxile is to provide
the right technology, the right capa
bilities, and the specialized research
and development facilities to support
all aspects of surtace/undersea war
fare.
It is the Navy’s in-house technical
partner, dedicated to providing sci
entific, technical, engineering and
life-cycle support, skills and facilities
to underwrite U.S. military power.
U.S. Citizenship is required.

• yt

¡lecture

NCI Affliates
We are an organization of talent
ed. compassionate, committed indi
viduals that believe in the power of
education and training, guided by
care and positive reinforcement, to
teach our consumers essential skills
for living a fully integrated life in
our community.
We at NCI Affiliates are dedicated
to providing services that encourage
•ind support individuals with disabil
ities, so that they may successfully
achieve their personal and profes
sional goals.

New United Motor
Manufacturing, Inc.
r"--

>1

■ Landscape An
■ Urban Design

3242 HaNaday, Suite 203, Santa Ana, CA 92705

pbone: 714.567 5852
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Vibe and the Toyota Tacoma pickup
truck at the brisk pace of 365,000
vehicles per year.

NorthStar Engineering
Group, Inc.

NorthStar Engmeermg (iroup,
Inc. is a professional civil engineer
ing, land surveying and land plan
ning firm committed to excellence,
quality and accuracy, serving the
luio.
public and private sectors. Since
opening for operation, NorthStar
has experienced unprecedented
Move
growth
and repeat business and is
Eounded in l'>‘>(), I lomestore, Inc.
dba Move (NASDAQ: HOMS) one of the Central V'allev’s most
offers a wide variety of inforniation sought-after firms.
Each project is managed bv one of
and decision support tools for con
sumers looking for home and real five NorthStar Engineering princi
estate-related information on the pals. In addition to the five princi
Internet. .Move operates the No. 1 pals. NorthStar Engineering Croup,
network of real estate Web sites, Inc. emplovs a highly experienced
including
K EALTOK.comiK/. and knowledgeable staff with an
Welcome W,igon'iL and Move.com. extensive background in civil engi
( A)llectively, these sites attract more neering, land planning, land survey
than 10 million consumers each ing and public works.
month.
Move IS also a leading supplier of Nurserymen’s Exchange
media and technology solutions for
Nurserymen’s Exchange in Half
real estate professionals, local and Moon Bay, Calif, is one of the
national advertisers, and providers of nation’s largest potted plant produc
home and real estate-related prod ers in North America. We have over
ucts and services.
60 years of continued success pro
viding distinctive, high quality prod
ucts m the home and garden indusMWA, Inc.
We are a high-end, resort-orient try.
Ciixswing IS varied from state of
ed, 12-person-4-dog architecture
firm 111 the Truckee-Lake Tahoe the art controlled environmental
region. We have been designing cus greenhouses to unheated hooptom residences, multi-family pro houses and open field pmduction.
jects, and commercial buildings in The crops prtiduced are diverse as
Truckee and surrounding region for well: Potted miniature roses, orchids,
hybrid lilies, ivy, bonsai and minia
15 years.
ture Cihristmas trees to name a few.

The Professional Development Rotational Program offers
graduating electrical engineering students a chance to hone their
expertise w hile working as part of the professional team that is
operating and expanding a unique and state-of-the-art public
pow er system.
IID Energy is seeking th e e n e rg y and
e n th u siasm o f recent g ra d u a tes to
g ro w a lo n g w ith th e utility's c o m m it
m e n t to n e w initiatives in c lu d in g som e
th a t w ill surpass a n y th in g n o w avail
a b le in th e industry.
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NUVIS
In collaboration with our private
sector and public agency clients,
NUVIS influences design solutions
for:
- (Community living in master
planned developments and resort
facilities
- Public spaces, whether institu
tional or commercial
- Natural experiences on golf
courses and park lands
- Urban sustainability and infill
- Historical/cultural landscapes
- Transportation corridors
- Ketail/entertainment complexes
Our goal is to create outdoor
venues that exhibit a sense o f place,
opportunity for interaction, and dra
matic results fix>m texture, form,
color and pattern, inspiring people
oriented experiences.

Palm, Inc.
Palm, Inc. (formerly palniOne.
Inc.) — a leader in mobile comput
ing — strives to put the power of
computing in people’s hands so they
can access and share their most
important information. The compa
ny’s products include smartphones,
under the Treo(TM) brand: mobile
managers, under the LifeDrive(TM)
brand: handheld computers, under
the Tungsten(TM) and Zire(TM)
brands: as well as software and acces
sories.
For more information on Palm,
go to http://w ww.palm .com . If
interested in applying for one of our
college opportunities, please E-mail
our C^illege Program Manager
directly
at
taniara.ieonardit/ palm.com.

New
United
Motor
Manufacturing, Inc. (NUMMI) is
the pioneering joint ventrue
between Toyota and Cieneral
Motors.
Established m I*>S4,
NUMMI helped change the U.S.
automobile industry bv introducing
the Toyota I’mduction System and a
te.uiiwork-b.ised working environ
Parkland Homes
ment in the United States. Tod.iy.
Parkland Homes is a real estate
NUMMI has grown to become a
development company specializing
5,400 employee company which
in the development and construction
produces three award-winning vehi
cles: the Toyota Corolla, the Pontiac
see Directory, page 21
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of single family detached housing
communities. We have been build
ing new home communities in the
greater Sacramento area since 1994.
Our career opportunities primarily
lie within the fields of accounting,
onsite construction management,
customer service, land acquisition,
and marketing. O ur office is located
in Roseville.

Parsons
With over 9,()()() employees
worldwide. Parsons is one of the
worlds leading engineering, plan
ning and construction management
companies. Parsons has established
an outstanding performance record
over many decades and our employ
ees have worked on major projects
throughout North America and in
more than 25 countries.
We are committed to continually
enhancing our organizational capa
bility by attracting, retaining and
developing exceptional talent. Our
results-oriented and collaborative
team environment encourages the
development of creative solutions to
the most challenging engineering,
scientific, logistics and construction
issues.
Parsons offers a competitive com
pensation and benefits package
which includes medical, dental,
vision and life insurance; tuition
reimbursement program; credit
union membership; Employee Stock
Ownership Plan, 401 (k) plan, career
development
and
more.
E O E /M /F/D /V . Diversity candi
dates are encouraged to apply.

Peterson Power Systems
Inc.
F^eterson Flower Systems Fnc. is
one of four companies comprising
Peterson Caterpillar. Ft is located in
San Leandro, Calif, in the Bay Area.
The companies are privately owned
and have been in business for 70
years. We are a Caterpillar dealership
with 17 stores located throughout
Northern California and Southern
Oregon.
Peterson
companies
employs over 900 employees with
the PF^l employing approximately
125. This position works on projects
for installing standby commercial
power systems for various businesses
throughout northern California and
some businesses worldwide. Peterson
has an outstanding benefits package
with great opportunity for growth.

Pfizer, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc. discovers, develops,
manufactures, and markets leading
prescription medicines for humans
and animals and many of the world s
best-known consumer brands. We
have an unparalleled opportunity for
top performing sales representatives
to join our winning team in
t'alifornia!

Preston Pipelines
Established m 1970, Preston
Pipelines has gmwn into one of
Northern
C'alifornia’s leading
Underground C'ontractors. Under
the leadership of Mike Preston, PPI
has built strong client-customer rela
tionships that have been the founda
tion for continual growth. It takes a
professional management team, sup
ported by dedicated and experi
enced field personnel to earn the
trust that equates to over 200 public
and private projects completed each
year. Preston Pipelines has earned
the reputation for quality, integrity

„

and service that is unparalleled in Raytheon Company
the Underground Construction
Raytheon Company is a global
industry.
leader in defense electronics and
complex integrated information sys
tems. We are focused on defense,
Pulte Homes, Inc.
Pulte Homes, Inc., (NYSE: government and commercial elec
PHM), based in Bloomfield Hills, tronics and business aviation and
Mich., is a FORTUNE 200 compa special mission aircraft. The compa
ny with operations in 54 markets ny is well positioned for growth in
and 27 states. In 2005, the company missile defense, intelligence, surveil
delivered 45,630 homes in the U.S. lance and reconnaissance; precision
and generated consolidated revenues strike; homeland security and tech
of $14.7 billion. During its 56-year nical services. Raytheon is also posi
history, the company has construct tioning its technologies its technolo
ed more than 450,(X)0 homes. In gies to meet evolving high-growth
2005, Pulte Homes received the commercial markets.
most awards in the J.D. Power and
Associates New Home-Builder Reliance Standard
Customer Satisfaction Study(sm),
Reliance Standard, a leading
marking the sixth-straight year Pulte
achieved this distinction among
America’s largest homebuilding
companies.

Iwww.mustangdaily.net |
national provider of corporate
employee benefits specializing in
providing corporate benefit pack
ages to employers throughout the
United States. Reliance Standard
was founded in 1907 and is a sub
sidiary company of Delphi Financial
Group, Inc. Delphi Financial Group,
Inc. is traded on the New York Stock
Exchange under the symbol DFG,
and is a highly successful integrated
employee benefit services company
with approximately $5 billion in
assets.

Riveitied Technology
Riverbed Technology is a wellfunded, early stage software compa
ny headquartered in San Francisco,

Calif. We have developed a novel set
of technologies that will have a huge
impact on virtually any application
that depends on high performance
over wide area networks.
Riverbed’s Steelhead appliances
provide the highest level of WAN
performance at a lower cost, reduc
ing WAN traffic by up to 95 percent
and accelerating applications by up
to 100 times.

Safeway Inc.
Safeway Inc. is one of the largest
food and drug retailers in North
America. As of September 10, 2005,
the company operated 1,800 stores
in the Western, Southwestern,
see Directory, page 22

PW Construction, Inc.
PW Construction, Inc. was
founded in 1984 by our current
president, Paul “Sonny” Marshall.
The firm is headquartered in
Glendora, California, and also has
offices in Orange County, California
and Las Vegas, Nevada.
The company provides general
contractor, design-build, and con
struction management services to
clients in both the public and private
sectors. We have a particular exper
tise and depth of experience with
public works projects, including
both remodel and new construction.
The majority of our jobs are in the
$2 million to $15 million budget
range.
PW Construction carries B, C35,
C36 and C39 licenses in California.
In Nevada, we carry B, C l and C21
licenses.

R2L Architects
Architectural Firm seeking tal
ented fourth/fifth year sutdents or
graduates for full-time, career ori
ented positions in SLO and Bay
Area. Part-time positions are nego
tiable. Awesome opoortunities for
both personal and professional
growth. We are willing to invest in
you if you are willing to learn and
grow. Excellent benefit package for
full-time employees. Flexible sched
ules for part-time employees.
Professional, fun, family-like atmos
phere. Partners, Robert Richmond,
Randy Rea and Lauren Luker (all
Cal Poly grads), have been leading
architecture in this community for
over 30 years. We welcome knowl
edge seeking, talented individuals
with a love for architecture.

Radix Technologies
Radix Technologies designs,
develops and delivers state-of-theart signal reconnaissance, commu
nications, navigation and signal pro
cessing products and solutions.
Radix is a leader in the develop
ment of advanced signal processing
techniques and products. We spe
cialize in solving signal reconnais
sance, communications, location
and classification problems in the
presence of severe spectral conges
tion using advanced signal pmcessing algorithms. O ur products, sys
tems and engineering expertise
provide the Department of Defense
and commercial customers with
innovative solutions to multidimen
sional requirements. Above all,
Radix is known for robust solutions
that perform in the toughest realworld environments.

JENSEN
BUILD YOUR CAREER
W ith a Leading Landscape Maintenance a C onstruction
C ompany
J e n s e n C o r p o r a t io n L a n d s c a p e C o n t r a c t o r s s e r v ic e s t h e Bay A rea fo r m G ilroy t o N apa
V a lley . W e are lo c a te d in C u p e r t in o . C a lifo r n ia w ith o f f ic e s in B e l m o n t , Palo A l t o .
R e d w o o d C ity S an J o s e , a n d F r e m o n t ,
O ur

s e r v ic e s
in c lu d e
large
m a in t e n a n c e , r e s id e n tia l estate

c o m m e r c ia l
in s ta lla tio n

in s t a l l a t io n , c o m m e r c ia l
la n d s c a p e
a n d m a in t e n a n c e , w ater m a n a g e m e n t .

IRRIGATION. SPORTS TURF, INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT AND DESIGN BUILD.

W E HAVE IMMEDIATE JOB OPENINGS FOR!
♦ PROJECT MANAGER/SUPERINTENDENT
♦ LANDSCAPE SUPERVISORS/MANAGERS
♦ Estimators
♦ Maintenance a Construction Foremen
♦ Water Management
♦ Summer Internships
W e o f f e r a COMPETITIVE SALARY WITH EXCELLENT BENEFITS INCLUDING MEDICAL DENTAL ESOP
AND 4 0 1 K. C o n t a c t : H um an R e s o u r c e s : hr @j e n s e n c o r p .c o m o r fax r esu m e t o 4 0 8 /2 5 5 4 9 8 1 . F o r m o r e c o m p a n y in f o r m a t io n g o t o w w w .j e n s e n c o r p .c o m . A n d be s u r e t o v is it

us AT TH E CAREER FAIR O N A P R IL 28. 2006! W E

HO PE TO SEE YOU ALL THERE.

Attention Psychology, Social Services,
Child Development, and Liberal Studies
majors:
The Economic Opportunity Commission of
San Luis Obispo County, Inc. wants to see you
at the Spring Job Fair.

The EOC offers a wicde array of
community based programs
such as:
Head Start
Health Clinic
Teen Wellness
Energy Conservation
Homeless Shelter and Day Center
Adult Day Services
Child Care Resources Connection
.and much more.

The benefits of working
at EOC include:
100% employee paid medical,
dental, vision, life insurance
< • 10 paid vacation days
12 paid holidays
12 sick days
403(b) retirement plan

To learn more about our organization, please visit our website at
www.eocslo.org

M u s t a n g D a il y
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Rocky Mountain and Mid-Atlantic
regions of the United States and in
western C'anada. In support of its
stores, Safeway has an extensive net
work of distribution, manufacturing
and food processing facilities.
Safeway also holds a 49 percent
interest in Casa Ley, S.A. de C.V., a
food and general merchandise retail
er in Western Mexico.

Wednesday, April 26, 2006

Angeles and San Francisco at the
junction of Highway 101 and the
beautiful Pacific Coast Highway.The
city IS nestled between the peaks of
the Santa Lucia Mountains and is
within 15 miles of beach front com
munities such as Morro Bay and
Pismo Beach.
This historic and progressive
community serves as commercial,
governmental and cultural center of
the O ntral Coast. The County seat,
California
Polytechnic
State
University, and Cuesta College are
all located in San Luis Obispo. Also,
the area is served by excellent ele
mentary and secondary schools.
The City employs approximately
350 employees and a total budget of
$91 million. The City encourages

and values teamwork and strives to
provide employees with a broad
range of training and a work envi
ronment with state of the art tech
nology to ensure efficient customer
service.

County of San Luis Obispo
Public Works Department

tion with a $600 million budget.The
County has 23 departments and a
workforce of approximately 4,600
employees in over 700 different jobs.
Whatever your career interests,
you can use your talents to improve
the lives of the 405,000 people of
diverse socioeconomic and cultural
backgrounds who live in the
County.

The County of San Luis Obispo
Public Works Department provides a
variety of public facilities and ser Schlumberger Limited
Schlumberger
Limited
vices that ensure health and safety
and enhance the quality of life for (NYSE;SLLf) is the leading oilfield
services company supplying tech
the community.
V City of San Luis Obispo
nology, project management and
r
San Luis Obispo, an attractive city
information solutions that optimize
of 43,000 people, is located in
County of Santa Barbara
performance for customers working
California eight miles from the
Santa Barbara County govern in the international oil and gas
Pacific Ocean, midway between Los
ment is a service-oriented organiza- industry.
Reflecting our belief that diversi
ty spurs creativity, collaboration and
understanding of customers’ needs.
infmrmiUion
We employ over 52,000 people of
LflWslOH«!. ¡nK.
more than 140 nationalities working
Education thru inspiration!
in 80 countries. Schlumberger has
Vandenberg AFB, CA
an annual revenue of more than $10
billion.

E ndeavour C a m p ^
Look for us at the Spring Job Fair April 28. 2006

SherwiirWilliams
Company

Science & Engineering Maj. w/ experience working w/ kids
8 weeks (June 17 - Aug 11) $250/week + room & board
Logistics Manager; maintain supplies & order meals
|||
Network Administrator: supervise & teach kids in computer lab K
Counselors: supervise & teach daily activities with kids
NASA Space Training, Activities, & Field Trips
Phone: 734-1747 FAX: 734-1030
Online: w w w .endeavours.org/sec
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IBe a part o f our
S eekin g en erg etic, hardw orking, d e d ic ate d ,
self-m otivated students willing to work 8 -2 0
ho u rs per w e e k as an a d v e r t i s i n g
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e for the M u s t a n g Daily.
F a s t - p a c e d , fun e n v iro n m e n t. L o o kin g to
fill positions starting sum m er quarter and fall
quarter of next year.

C o n ta c t Taiga Y o u n g ,
Advertising Director:
a d m a n a g e r@ m u s ta n g d a ily .n e t
( 8 0 5 )
7 5 6 - 1 1 4 3

M

In
2006
Sherwin-Williams
Company, founded in 1866, cele
brates 140 years of doing business.
With annual sales at $6 billion dol
lars, it is the largest manufacturer and
seller of paint and coatings in the
U.S. We are listed in the Fortune
5(K) and recently named by Fortune
as one of the “ 1(K) Best Companies
to Work For.” We operate over 3(K)0
company-owned stores in the USA
(over KM) in California alone) and
are seeking highly motivated gradu
ates who have a career interest in
management and sales to join our
company and grow with us as we
grow.
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St. Hart Container ‘
A division of Amcor, which is a
world leader in packaging products.
St. Hart Container is a value added
corrugated sheet plant located in
Fullerton, Calif.
St. Hart Container, one of
Southern California largest manu
facturers of custom corrugated
packaging, has been supplying cor
rugated packing exclusively to bro
kers and distributors for over 35
years. St Hart supplies a wide array
of corrugated products to customer
sin California and surrounding
states, as well as Mexico.
Our goal is to provide service and
reliability innovative packaging solu
tions, and quality products at com
petitive prices.

Structural Design Group,
Inc.

Structural Design Group, Inc.,
based in Santa Rosa, is a structural
engineering firm dedicated to pro
viding it’s clients with premium ser
vice from creative concept planning
through timely project completion.
The firm’s distinguished reputa
tion and solid achievements in pub
lic and private sector projects has
resulted in SDG recently being
selected as the campus Structural
Engineer
for Sonoma
State
University and as third party plan
checkers for the Division of the
Southern California Edison State Architect (DSA).
Structural Design Gniup, Inc. is
Southern California
Edison
(SCE) is one of the nation’s largest managed by three principals, all Cal
investor-owned, regulated electric Poly SLO graduates.
utilities, and the largest subsidiary of
Edison International. On an average Stryker Endoscopy
day, SCE provides power for 11 mil
Stryker C:orporation, a leader in
lion individuals, 8(M) communities the worldwide orthopedic market,
and cities, 5.(KK) large businesses, and has been serving it’s customers since
28(),(MK) small businesses in central, 1941 and has achieved 20 percent
coastal and Southern California. profit growth for over 25 years.
Delivering that power takes 16 util- Stryker Endoscopy, a division of
it\' interconnections, 4,9(K) transmis Stryker Corporation, is located in
sion and distribution circuits, 365 San Jose and specializes in the
transmission and distribution crews, design, development, and manufac
the days and nights more than ture of leading-edge video, powered
14,(MM) employees, and over a centu instruments and disposable equip
ry of experience.
ment for minimally invasive surgery.
Starting with the certainty that Stryker Endoscopy employs talented
our greatest asset is the quality and professionals with numerous busi
capabilities of our employees, we ness and engineering degrees in var
strive to attract, retain, develop, nur ious challenging and rewarding
ture and advance a diverse and tal positions. If you are looking to
ented workforce.
make a difference in your career, this

Southern Wine & Spirits
♦’'fr

Monterey, Fresno and San Jose.
SWS provides many opportunities
for career development. Much of
our success in this highly competi
tive industry is based upon our abil
ity to attract and develop top-notch
talent. This is a reflection of
Southern’s commitment to excel
lence, which applies to its employ
ees, customers, products and ser
vices.

Southern Wine & Spirits’ history
began decades ago in Florida.
Founded by Harvey Chaplin,
Southern Wine A Spirits of
America, Inc. is a privately held
alcohol beverage distributorship
with its corporate office in Miami.
Since being founded SWS has
established distributorships across
the nation. It is currently the largest
distributor of wines and spirits in the
United States and its impressive
portfolio of products includes wines,
spirits, beers, and non-alcoholic bev
erages. The Northern California
headquarters is located in Union
City, Calif, with branch locations in
Eureka, Sacramento, Redding,
Rohnert Park, San Francisco,

is the team to join.
with the best!

Come grow

Stryker Communications
Stryker Communications, a divi
sion of Stryker Corporation, is
located in Dallas, Texas, unites sur
geons and medical pmfessionals by
developing systems that link operat
ing ixioms with facilities ,m>und the
globe. By utilizing a range of inte
grated surgical equipment, we make
real time telemedicine a reality.
C:ommunications employs profes
sionals with business and engineer
ing degrees in rewarding positions.
If you are looking to make a differ
ence in your career, this is the team
to join!
see Directory, page 23
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SniallcT, young but cxpcrifncod
design firm in Santa Barbara with
twt) principals and one "gal friday"
looking to fill the gap with an
enthusiastic, graduating architectural
student, lioth principals are Poly
grads and we've been in business a
combined 13 years. We’re busy!
Most projects in the office are resi
dential or commerical tenant
improvements, although we have
recently begun to break into munic
ipal work (ie city projects.). We have
won design awards through the local
CContractors Association and have
been pnveleged to be a part of ren
ovation projects on several landmark
homes here in Santa Barbara.

SugarCRM
SugaKCKM is the world's leading
provider of commercial open source
customer relationship management
(CCRM) software for companies of all
sizes. SugarCCKM's mission is to pro
vide the most innovative, highest
cjiiality, easily customized and most
appreciated business tools created by
the open source development and
business models.
Sugar<CRM develops solutions by
actively engaging the CCRM coinniunity, consisting of users, cus
tomers, developers and experts, and
incorporates their needs, opinions
and experiences into the solution.
SugarCCRM conveys our strengths,
weaknesses, vision and function in a
forthright manner to all comimiinty
members so that tlie solution expec
tations are luit misguided.

SYNNEX Corporation
SYNNEX Corporation (NYSE,
SNX), founded in
is the third
largest IT distributor. We distribute
technology products from over 100
world-leading . IT OEM suppliers
such as HI’, IliM, Intel, Microsoft,
I’anasonic, Xenix and many others.
For fiscal year ending
our con
solidated worldwide revenues were
$.S.04 billion.
SYNNEX C.orporation, ftninded
in lOSO, isa global information techiiologN (IT) supply chain services
company which pnivides a compre
hensive range of otferings to original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
and value-added resellers (VARs).
The company has built a solid repu
tation as an outsouning partner, pnividitig customized, fully integrated
computing solutions to its custtiniers.

Our headquarters^ are in Baltimore,
Maryland, and we have more than
‘><1 offices throughout the United
States, Cianada, and Europe.
TEKsystems is a member of
Allegis Ciroup, Inc. family of hiring
companies — the largest privately
held staffing company in the world.

ducer of gspsum wallboard, joint faction and quality in everything we candidates with degrees m Busiiie'
compound and a vast array of relat do.
.Administration.
ed construction products. We are also
the global leader in the manufacture USS-POSCO IncJustries
ValleyCrest Companies
of ceiling suspension systems and are
A wiirld-class steel maiuifacturer
founded m l‘)4‘>, V’.illev(Test
recognized as the acoustical panel located in I’ittsburg, (\ilif USS- ('ompanies is a leading provider of
and specialty ceiling systems innova I’O S i'O Industries was founded in l.nidscape development .iiid mainte
tor. Our family of products provides l‘>()6 as Cailumbia Steel. We are now nance services and a ma)or supphei
creative building solutions that set a joint venture company established of trees. ValleyC'rest ('omp.niies Inn
new standards for productivity and in 1‘>S() with United St.ites Steel and been awarded some of the most
Tetra Tech
efficiency,
helping contractors and I'ohang Iron and Steel of South prestigious landscape projects m the
As one of the largest environmen
tal consulting firms in the U.S.,Tetra architects deliver high quality and Korea. One of the most nuidern country, including the (iardeiis at
Tech has built a reputation in the innovative designs.
steel facilities in the wtirld. USS- The (ietty (Tniter, the Bellagio
US(i
is
an
industry
leader.
Our
industry as a leader in developing
1’0 S ( ! 0 Industries ships more than 1lotel, 1)isney’s Animal Kingdom,
effective solutions to constantly 14,(M)() employees working in over 6))()(l tons of steel each day to cus Invesco Field at Mile High Stadium
changing, environmental challenges. 30 countries are dedicated to help tomers primarily in the 13 Western and Pelican Hill Uolf (Tub, and him- ii
Our services include environmen ing our customers and partners states, (^mada, Mexico and the dreds of master-planned communi
tal planning and documentation, achieve success. We are committed to Pacific Rim. The company hires ties, resorts, theme parks, golf coursenvironmental compliance, solid the highest levels of customer satis- engineers of various disciplines plus
see Directory, page 24
waste management, hazardous mate
rial management as well as water
qualitv’. We have over 6,000 employ
ees in more than I.SO offices world
wide.
The Tetra Tech Santa Maria office
Customer Applications Engineer
provides environmental services pri
Engineering opportunities: Wireless/KF, Analog, Mixed-Signal
marily for the U.S. Air Force as well
As a Customer Applications Engineer, you will evaluate state-of-the-art Wireless/RF,
as state and local agencies.
analog, and mixed-signal ICs. You will also be responsible for developing applica
t
tion circuits, writing data sheets, and creating training materials. You will define
Texas Instalments
new products and recommend upgrade/improvements for existing products. This
As a world leading designer and
team of engineers is dedicated to helping customers with their designs using
supplier of I )SI’ and Analog tech
MAXIM ICs.
nologies, we provide the highest
(Zome join our team!
value solutions in key markets where
emerging technologN and next-gen
Applicant requirements:
eration innovations matter the most.
• A strong interest in board-level Wireless/RF, analog circuit design, and circuit debugging
Headquartered in I )allas, Texas. Tl
• (iood communication skills
has manufacturing, design or sales
• Should be pursuing a BSF.E
operations in more than 2.S coun
tries. With more than 3.3,<><»<>
Send Resume to:
employees worldwide. I I has a long
1dm Au-Veung
standing presence in many of the
Manager
world’s ni.ijor markets and the best
Tom_AuYeungC‘*niaximhq.com
^ M
geographic coverage in the semicon
ductor industry. If you're an ener
getic mnovattir in search of a com
pany that offers the best' tools,
restnirces, rewards and foresight to
help ytni create a bright future, look
no further.

Trinchero Femily Estates
Trinchero Family Estates is a fam
ily owned C^iliforma wine company
that offers a diverse collection of fine
wines fmiii premier growing regions
of (California and Australia. Since
l ‘>47. the Trinchero family has
owned Sutter Home Winery in the
Napa Valley. Our brands include
Sutter Flome, Trinchero. Montevina,
Terra d'Oni, Menage a Trois, Trinity
Oaks, Reynolds. Little Boomey,
Sycamore Lane, Fn*. Tlin-e Thieves
and Folie a I >eux.

USAircondItioning
Distributors

Target is a pni-teani culture and
we really strive to empower all levels
of our workforce. This is reflected in
the amount of emph.isis on execu
tive training and development. As
executives, we see supporting our
teammates and making our work
envininment “fast, fun and friendly"
as two of our primary responsibili
ties. Were also extremely committed
to community service, giving more
than $2 million a week back to the
community.
O ur
Web
site,
target.com is a great place to go to
learn more about the company's cul
ture.

USAirconditioning I )istributors is
the w'orld’s largest privately owned
HVACC distributor, with 4.S locations
in (California, Nevada, Utah and
Idaho. We are a One Stop Shop for
all your HVAIC ifeeds from residen
tial to commercial to industrial
including equipment, contmis, parts,
supplies and sheet metal.
USAirconditioning 1)istributorsis
your high efficiency expert, with the
highest efficiency equipment avail
able in the industry. (Condensing
units up to 1H SEER, furnaces up to
‘>6.6 percent efficiency and moftops
w'ith EER's of over 11. (Click here to
read more about being a high effi
ciency dealer.

TEKsystems

USG

Target

TEKsystems is the nation's largest
IT staffing firm and we've been
ranked
No. 1 by IT Services
Business Report! We leverage our
core competencies to ofler a wide
arrav of IT services and solutions.

vvww.mustangdaily.net |

For almost KM) years, (Chicagobased US(f has been a leader in pmducing innovative products and sys
tems to build the environments m
which we live, work and play.
US(t is the world’s leading pm-

P
PHARM ACEUTICAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Pfizer, In c ^ is c o v e rs , develops, m anufactures, and m a rk e ts
leading p re s c rip tio n m edicin es fo r hum ans and anim als and
m any o f th e w orld's b est-kno w n consum er brands. W e have an
unparalleled o p p o rtu n ity fo r to p perform ing sales representatives
to join o u r w inning team .
R e p re s e n ta tiv e s are resp o n sib le fo r selling p re s c rip tio n drug
p ro d u c ts to physicians, hospitals and ph arm acies. C a n d id a te s
should have p ro v en successful sales e x p e rie n c e , a fo u r-y e a r
c o lle g e d e g re e and an a b ility to w o r k in a c o m p e titiv e
e n v iro n m e n t. In a d d itio n , can didates m ust be able to learn
scie n tific in fo rm a tio n qu ickly, and be w illin g to tra v e l.

Pfizer, In c ^ ffe r s com pany paid training, salary and full benefits.
If you are in te re s te d in w o rk in g fo r th e sales fo rc e th a t was
rated #1 over-all by physicians fo r ten years in a ro w (according
to th e 2005 Pharm aceutical Sales Force Structure and Strategies
survey conducted by Scott-Levin).

Please come by our booth
or apply online.
Principles Only. N o Phone Calls Please. EOE.
w w w .P fizer.co m /C areers
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ructural
ign
jroup
Attention all A R C E and C E seniors and recent graduates!
M ove to beau tifu l S onom a C ounty and jo in a d yn am ic group of Engineers
and colleagues in ou r rapidly exp an d in g S a n ta Rosa, CA office. S tru c tu ra l
Design G roup , In c . has a g re a t o p p o rtu n ity fo r highly m o tiv ate d ju n io r
en g in eers w ith practical classroom train in g in w ood fra m e design. W e o ffe r
a frie n d ly, in d ep en d en t w orking e n v iro n m e n t w ith a te a m approach , an
exc ellen t b e n e fit packag e, b i-an n u al bonuses along w ith a generous salary.
Job D escription:
As an e n g in e e r on our te a m , you will p e rfo rm s tru ctu ra l calculations and
p re p a re construction d o cu m en ts for a w ide v a rie ty o f challenging projects.
You should h ave know ledge o f m echanics of m a te ria ls , tim b e r design,
reinforced c o n crete, steel, and m asonry design. You m ust h ave a good
u n d erstan d in g of, and th e ability to read and in te rp re t stru ctural
calculations and construction draw ings.
Job Q ualifications;
• BSCE / BSAE
• E IT C ertification
• D esire to ob tain C alifornia P.E.
• Practical classroom train in g in w ood fra m e d design
N ote: All principals in th e firm are g ra d u a tes o f Cal Poly, SLO.
C om e see us a t th e Spring Job Fair on Frid ay, April 28*^ a n d /o r visit ou r
w ebsite a t w w w .s -d -g .n e t
430 E street •Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Phone: (707) 284-3641 •fax: (707) 284-3646
web: w w w .s-d-g.net •email: sdg@ s-d-g.net
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Lite Insurance Company

Icnmpaiiv

SALES REPRESENTATIVE TRAINEES
Reliance Stan(Jard Life Insurance Company (RSL), a leaeJing national
insurer of employee benefits fountded in 1907 (and a subsidiary of
the Delphi Financial Group, Inc. (DFG), a highly successful
integrated employee benefit services company with approximately
$5.0 billion in assets) has outstanding opportunities throughout our
25 Regional Sales Offices for high energy, focused, highly motivated
and success-driven candidates to be trained to successfully market
corporate benefit packages. RSL specializes in selling group
employee benefits (i.e. Life, LTD, STD, A D & D , Dental, Voluntary
and M ini-M edical) throughout the United States to the corporate
employee benefits marketplace.
As a Reliance Standard Life Insurance Company Sales
Representative, Trainee, you w ill participate in an industry-leading
fully paid comprehensive training program w hile earning a very
competitive base salary and enjoy a highly competitive and
comprehensive benefits package.
If you are interested in learning additional information, RSL
representatives w ill be attending the Career Fair on
Thursday, April 27th.
If you are interested but unable to attend, please m ail/fax/e-m ail
resume to:
Reliance Standard Life Insurance Co., Hum an Resources, Attn: Amy
Haus, 2001 Market Street Suite 1500, Philadelphia, PA 19103.
E-mail: Amy.Haus@rsli.com. Fax: (267) 2 5 6 -3 5 4 3 .
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where diversity is valued, achieve
ments are recognized, and people of
all background and interests are
continued from page 23
es, shopping malls, corporate facili encouraged to grow. We are com
ties, private estates and urban parks mitted to our employees, their com
munities, and the natural environ
throughout the U.S.
ment we are privileged to care for.
At Weyerhaeuser, we don’t just grow
ViaSat
trees
— we grow careers and lives
ViaSat is now hiring: Entry level
Software, Hardware and Mertianical too.
Engineers
ViaSat, a fast growing, innovative WM Bolthouse Farms,
development company, produces Inc.
Since 1915, Bolthouse Farms has
advanced digital wireless communi
cations and signal processing prod been on the forefront of the carrot
ucts for commercial and government market with technological advances,
markets. Our exciting development which have made it possible to har
projects all involve digital communi vest carrots 365 days a year.
cations and cover specialties such as Continuing our trend of ingenuity,
satellite communications, wireless we have added an all-natural bever
networking, tactical communica age line. This new product is fast
tions, network security, RE MMIC becoming the benchmark of all-nat
and module development and com ural juice production and consump
munication simulation and training. tion. In addition to Beverage, when
With corporate headquarters in have some of the most sophisticated
Carlsbad, CA (San Diego), we also food processing machinery in the
have facilities with current openings industry partly because we build it
in Atlanta, GA; Bosttin, MA; ourselves. As demand for these prod
Cleveland, OH; Germantown, MD; ucts continues to grow, so does the
demand for quality employees. For
and Phoenix, AZ
For more information on ViaSat, more about Bolthouse Farms, visit:
please visit www.viasat.com/careers http://www.bolthouse.com.

Directory

Wald, Ruhnke & Dost
Architects, LLP

WorleyParsons
WorleyParsons is a leading
provider of professional services to
the energy, resource and complex
process industries.
We provide services to the fol
lowing sectors; Hydrocarbons,
Minerals & Metals, Infrastructure
and Power.
WorleyParsons is a dynamic com
pany whose success has resulted
from outstanding project delivery
for clients around the world. In
doing so we work through all five
phases of an asset’s lifecycle, cus
tomising our services for each sec
tor.

Wald, Ruhnke & Dost Architects,
LLP is an established full-service
architectural firm which has provid
ed superior service to our commer
cial, educational and residential
clients for over 40 years. Our titfice
has grown to become one of the
largest and most reputable architec
tural firms on the Central Coast and
throughout Central California. With
a staff of nearly 60 professionals, we
are one of the largest architectural
firms on the Central Coast.
We have immediate openings
available at our main office in
Monterey, also at our branch office
in Clovis. We offer competitive Xilinx
The Xilinx comprehensive pro
salary, good benefits, growth poten
cessing
solutions are comprised of a
tial and leadership opportunities.
wide variety of critical elements and
are based on Platform FPGA devices
Walgreens
Founded in 10(tl, Walgreens like the Virtex,.-4,Virtex,^-lI Pro and
serves more than 4 million cus Spartan,^-3 families. These program
tomers daily and each store averages mable system devices ofi'er designers
approximately $7.9 million in annu both hard PowerPC: prticessor and
al sales. In 2(K)5, sales a*ached $42.8 soft MicroBlaze processor core
billion marking our 31 st consecutive options to allow you to optimally
year of record sales and earnings. balance features, price and perfor
We re listed among Fortunes “Most mance.
The comprehensive embedded
Admired Companies in America”
pixKessing
solutions also include the
for the 12th straight year and are
ranked No. 1 among food and drug EDK product bundle. Platform
Studio Tool Suite, Proces.sor SW libs
store retailers.
and IP, evaluation boards, reference
designs, support, documentation and
W al-Mart
Our Wal-Mart stores are the flag Platform Debug capabilities. For those
ship retail division of Wal-Mart experiencing shortages in staffing or
domain
knowledge,
our
stores, Inc. We are an international
AllianceEmbedded Partners and/or
discount retailer offering a wide
Xilinx Design Services can compli
variety of general merchandise and
ment your development to help you
groceries. Wal-Mart stores offer a
meet your technology and business
pleasant and convenient shopping
objectives.
experience in over 52 departments.
Wal-Mart stores operate on an
Yard! Systems, Inc.
Every Day Low Price philosophy
Yardi Systems, Inc. is a great place
and are able to maintain their low to work. We have terrific employees, a
price structure through conscien pleasant and casual working environ
tious expense control logistics ment, competitive salaries, and an
expertise.
unbeatable benefits package. Our
Visit Wal-Mart.com or Wal- corporate culture stresses integrity,
Martfacts.com for more informa respect, trust, responsibility, and fiin.
tion.
We look for professional, enthusiastic,
and self-motivated team players with
a desire to learn and the ability to
At Weyerhaeuser, we believe that work in a fast paced environment.
to be the best forest products com In today’s economy, there is some
pany in the world we must hire and security in knowing that our clients
develop the best possible talent. have been using our real estate
That means creating an atmosphere management software since 1982.

W eyerhaeuser

Diversions editor: Mariecar Mendoza*
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»irt, mtiftic and everything in betw een

W hat’s Italian for ‘D eerhoof’?
ntricate, disparate, sing-song
articulate — Deerhoof
deserves to be called much
more than just the standby “e.xperimental.”l'he San Francisco art-rock
quartet has deftly evolved from
ephemeral noise to catchier pop
since their 1996 inception, and had
seen their stock rise recently with
glowing reviews from tlie Yeah Yeah
Yeahs, Sonic Youth, legendary HliC'
DJ John Feel and even the terribly
hipster New York Times.
1)eerhoof is still riding on the suc
cess of their 2(K).S release “The
Kunners Four,” but their schedule is
busier than ever. This week alone,
they perform in conjunction with
director Harr^’ Smith s works at the
San Francisco International Film
Festival and also at the massively
popular, utopian C'oachella Festival.
Last week, guitarist John Dieterich
took a moment to breathe and chat
ted with The Art Beat about inter
pretive cartoons, vocal cord viola
tions and intolerantly disco Sicilians.

AB: Like “Deerhoof” with
three extra Js?
JD: Yeah, seriously! And so we
were playing our show and in the
middle, someone yelled,“Basta!”
which means‘Enough!’in Italian.
They wanted to dance; they weren’t
feeling the I )eerhoof that night.
AB: So do you have bad feelings
against the Italians now?
JD : Oh, no, hopefully we’ll be
going back there sometime soon.
AB: 7 hat’s a funny story —
STACEY ANDERSON
S IlilM in mHDAIlV
very different. Speaking of which,
there’s so much music out there,
another sound.
presently and before, and so much
AB: 20(l4’s “Milk Man” was a
calculated difference, do you think
concept album based on the art of
it possible to have a truly unique
Ken Kagami.What were the ideas
idea in rock now?
behind it?
JD: I think it is. OK ... say I
JD: Ikisically, all of our albums, to decide that what 1 am doing is play
some degree, are concept albums.
ing a certain kind of music. I think
“Milk Man” started simply with the
the capacity ft>r difference is in peo
idea that we wanted to collaborate
ple’s abilities to redefine themselves
with Ken, and feeling very connect
and what they’re doing. It’s endless
ed with his artwork. We started with — you can decide anything.
the character Milk Man.
Anything can be original if you
AB: The one on the cover?
infuse it with yourself
JD: Yeah, and we had other
AB: That reminds me of some
Art Beat (AB): “The Kunners
Rnir” was I )e e r lu H s f s eighth album. images of him, too. So we started
thing you said in a past interview,
free-associating: What would a w'orld when you mentioned Bob Dylan
That’s a lot of albums.
be like where there would be this
and suggested that the depth of some
John Dieterich (JD): 1 don’t
character? And not sort of trying to
music comes from the person
know, is it? (laughs) I guess I can’t
tell. We’re about to get stirted on the pin the character down necessarily; I singing it.
don’t think any one of us could synnext one and it feels like foa*ver
JD : Right. I was saying that in the
opsize what he’s like or his exact
since we’ve lx*en working on an
context that I sang a song on “ The
persona. I think the four of us don’t
Runners Four” and wanted to per
album. We’re all really excited to get
know
any
better
than
you
do
in
your
form
It live as well, but was feeling
gtring on the next one. Hopefully
imprc“ssions of seeing the pictures of frustrated because I thought i could
there will be a ninth.
him and hearing the music. We were n’t perform it that well every night. I
AB: What can we expect from
just trying to pa*sent some potential
have this thing where when 1 play
that one?
guitar live, and we’re playing very'
JD : There will be musical mate ways of thinking alxnit him, and
putting him in situations and seeing
loud and very excited, I make sounds
rial on it. We don’t know much
how he reacts.
with my voice. I kind of sing or
beyond that.
AB: Have you had any great or shout my guitar parts when I’m
AB: OK, so let’s talk about “The
pLiying them.
really
terrible experiences on the
Runners Four.” It seemed like your
road?
AB: You’re into it.
most meUxlic album yet, and also
JD: Oh! We played one show in
JD : Yeah but I kind of screw up
was almost twice as long as past ones.
Palermo, Sicily.
niy voice that way.... By the time
JD : Basically, what happened was
AB: Whoa.
w’e got to the song I was supposed
— well, this isn’t that crazy an idea
JD : Yeah, it was several years ago. to be singing in the set, I would
for a lot of bands, but was for us —
everybody wrote independently from It was incredible'— that city is one have been shouting for the entire
of the most goi^ous places I’ve
show! (laughs) And that made
each other and then brought in
ever
seen
in
my
entire
life.
It’
s
so
singing very difficult. So what I was
everything we’d written, then tried
to collaborate as much as possible on old and just so complicated — little saying is that I wish I could be the
one who was singing it, but that
every aspect of everyone else’s music. tiny winding streets you can barely
... Everyone was really just trying to fit your car through. But we played wasn’t working out. I’m trying to
a show there and it was before a
teach myself not to injure myself
synthesize all of our voices as much
disco
—
there
was
the
band
part
while I’m playing guitar.
as possible.This time around, a song
and then the dance part after wr
AB: At least in that way. So I’ll
would be a failure if we didn’t have
were done. So we were playing and have to watch for your screaming
everyone’s voice in it. In the past,
there was this movie screen going
when I catch you at C'oachella.
that was never part of the idea.
all night on the side. It was like a
JD: That’s embarras.sing. I proba
AB: With “The Runners Four,”
calendar of what was happening.
bly shouldn’t have told you tliat.
the guitar parts seem to match the
The tour was Deerlioof and anoth
AB: Yeah, probably not.
vocals closely, especially on such
er band I play in called (iorge Trio,
tracks as “Scream Team” and “Twin
and the screen kept showing both
Stacey Andersen is a journalism and
Killers.” Was that a group idea, too?
of those names completely mis
music senior, KCPR. DJ and doe-eyed
JD: Yeah. We’ve used that effect a
spelled. (starts laughing hard) So
fautt. Catch her Sundays from 1 to H
little bit before, and it’s one I really
misspelled
—
like,
1
can’t
even
try.
p.m.
and Wednesdays fhnn .? to 4 p.m.
like. But to me, that doesn’t sound
You almost couldn’t even tell what
on 91.3 h'M or e-mail ha at
like something new — I guess on
standees(^alpoly. edu.
“The Runners Four,” it’s used inside they were trying to say.
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Your Community Calendar
Visit www.kcpr.org for more info
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N u m b s k u ll P re s e n ts : P e o p le U n d e r th e
S ta irs , T im e M a c h in e , P s a lm O n e - 8 p m D o w n T o w n B re w in g C o
M ile y s to n e s S tu ffit - 8 p m - L in n a e a 's
K C P R n ig h t a t th e P a lm T h e a tre

S p e e c h , A r r e s te d D e v e lo p m e n t, T re
H a rd s o n o f P h a rc y d e , M o d ill, L o n g s h o t 2 6 8 p m - D o w n T o w n B r e w in g C o 21-*V ir g il C a n e • 8 p m - D o w n T o w n B re w in g
27 C o
S lo J a z z F e d - 8 p m - L in n a e a 's
¡ T h e M ik a d o - 8 p m (o p e r a ) - C a l P o ly , P A C

28

KCPR PRESEN TS;D ungen, Midnight
Shark Attack, The Luve- 9pm - Down
Tow n Brewinq 21+ Tickets . Boo Boos

N e p tro n ix - 8 ;3 0 p m - L in n a e a 's
G uy B u d d B a n d - 9pm - D o w n T o w n
Sat
2 9 B re w in g C o
D a fn i - 8 ;3 0 p m - L in n a e a 's
L e e R o c k e r (fro m th e s tra y c a ts )M o n g o s G ro v e r B each
J u ju C r e w - 6 p m - D o w n T o w n B re w in g
Sun
30 C o
A rc h ie & M e h ita b le - 7 p m - L in n a e a 's
To add yo u r event em ail K C P R P rom atlonsttiam all.com
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WRITE A LETTER
Mustang Daily reserves the right
to edit letters for grammar, profani
ties and length. Letters, commen
taries and cartoons do not represent
the views of the Mustang Daily.
Please limit length to 250 words.
Letters should include the writers
full name, phone number, major
and class standing. Letters must
come from a Cal Poly e-mail
account. Do not send letters as an
attachment. Please send the text in
the body of the e-mail.
By e-m ail:
nuistangdaily(i^gniail.coin
By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
C:al Polv. SLCL CA 93407

corr : tio n s
The Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per for the Cbil Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
appreciate your readership and are
thankful for your carehil reading.
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tions to mustangdaily(^gmail.com
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For A SI president, experience matters
f you had $1 million dollars,
and you wea* looking for
someone to entrust with your
fortune, who would you choose?
Michael Jackson, Paris Hilton or
1)onald Trump? Hopeflilly you’d
choose Mr. Trump because he
knows what it takes to manage
money. He’s got the experience
necessary to navigate the complicat
ed world ofWall Street and to help
your money make money.
Think this is a ridiculous ques
tion? Think again. In exactly one
week you’ll be voting for your next
President, the person responsible for
overseeing the $11 million dollar
ASI budget and advocating for stu
dents to the administration and city.
From experience, I know that
experience matters.
Now don’t get carried away, it’s
not like the President is free to go
on shopping sprees to Saks Fifth
Avenue, but they will be entrusted
with the responsibility of making
decisions on your behalf about how
mandatory student fees are spent.
Going back to that ridiculous
question, a university is just as com
plicated as the New York Stock
Exchange, and your ASI president is
the one who’s expected to know

I

who to go to for what, where
they’re located and how to
approach them. You want a presi
dent who is able to answer any
question at any time, and if they’re
not, they better know exactly
where to go and who to ask to find
out.
This is no small task with hun
dreds of administrators in countless
departments (not to mention SLO
city) all with different responsibili
ties, personalities and abilities. It’s
not impossible to map out the uni
versity to a point where you under
stand what can be done and how to
do it, but it takes time. When

selecting your next
president it is impera
tive that you choose
the one who you
believe has the e.xperience needed to navi
gate the complicated
world of C'al Poly and
who can represent you
best by entering office
prepared.
O f course, you also
want someone who’s
approachable, person
able and friendly, but
being a good president
goes far beyond being a
nice person and a good speaker.
The best candidate for president is
the one who’s already done their
homework; someone who has taken
the time to get to know how the
university works; and someone who
has already put in the effort to get
involved and make a difference
within the university.
The reason experience matters, is
not because someone without
experience can’t do a good job. It’s
because if they come in without
knowing the ropes, they spend half
the year learning their way around,
and the other half wishing they

would’ve known how things
worked earlier.
When you have a chance to elect
a solid leader with proven
experience, you are guaranteed to
achieve greater benefits throughout
the year because your president
will be prepared to hit the ground
running, continue ongoing efforts
and create new and innovative ini
tiatives right away that will
impmve the student experience.
The bottom-line is there is an
incredibly important choice
around the corner that only YOU
can make. When choosing the per
fect candidate, ask tough questions,
and be critical of their answers. Pay
attention to the ones who have
answers that make sense, especially
if they can already suggest what
should be done and how they plan
on doing it (or already are.) See
you at the polls.
Tylor Middkstadt is the ASI presi
dent and Mustang Daily columnist
who encouraj^s you to choose the best
candidate and out and txUe next
week. He can be reached at 756-5828,
tmiddles@caipoly.edu, AIM: CPASI
President

There is no Central Coast without the coast
recent, devastating 50
million-gallon sewage
spill in Oahu, Hawaii
has caused me to reflect on the
fragility of the ocean and sur
rounding beaches on the Central
Coast.
Three weeks ago, a sewer main
in Hawaii ruptured, sending raw
sewage into the Ala Wii Canal, on
the famous south shore of (3ahu
near Waikiki, closing some of the
state’s most popular beaches.
Two people were hospitalized
after being infected with numer
ous dangerous strains of bacteria.
C')ne died after being in critical
condition for several days and after
he had his leg amputated.
It may seem like a sewage spill
in Hawaii has nothing to do with
the beaches of California, but per
haps being a surfer and spending
much of my life strolling in the
sand and splashing in the waves of
the C'alifornia beaches, has made

A

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
H utnza’s letter lacks sug
gestions, solutions
It is very sad to see still another
letter, like Humza Chowdhry’s,
appearing in a university newspa
per. What is the intention of these
oft-repeated messages? They offer
no solutions to the very complex
problems of and between the
Palestinians and the Israelis as
people. They offer no suggestions
for ending the tragic costs, partic
ularly in human lives. Nor do the
writers show the many sides of
the issues and only succeed in
inciting violence and sustaining

me pay closer attention to the del longer Los Osos residents argue
icate, endangered condition of the about the sewer, the more polluted
water from septic tanks we will
Central Coast.
Not far from one of the Central have to deal with in Morro Bay.
It is obvious that there are no
Coast’s treasured landmarks and
easy solutions to a problem as
one of my favorite surf spots,
Morro Rock, lies an environmen complicated as the one facing
tal disaster waiting to happen. The Los Osos. After all, it does take a
lot of time, money and consider
amount of polluted ground water
ation to build an entirely new
seeping out of Los Osos’ septic
tanks and into Morro Bay from its sewer system. However, a lot of
accompanying estuary is much less damage has already been done
than the millions of gallons of raw while the debate persists, and we
must take steps to make sure that
sewage spilled in Hawaii, but it is
enough to have a destructive effect we are not ruining one of our
most valuable natural resources
on the environment of our coast
over a difference of opinion.
line.
What happened in Hawaii
The controversy over the sewer
should be a cautionary tale to the
system is obviously a complex
Central Coast. It’s true what they
one, stressing cost and location as
say: you don’t appreciate what
major points of disagreement, but
you have until you’ve lost it.
the most important matter to be
So let’s make sure we never
addressed, keeping Los Osos’
groundwater and our coastlines
lose it. Nobody can jump in and
clean and safe, has been all but lost solve all of Los Osos’ problems,
but there are a lot of little ways
in a storm of political debate. The
the continuing destruction and
chaos.
These letters are obstacles to
the efforts of peace-loving fami
lies who are seeking to negotiate
co-existence and non-violent
methods to deal with differences
and disagreements. These people
have the hope that both Middle
Eastern communities will become
two respected nations of Israelis
and Palestinians thriving side by
side.
I for one, have a deep apprecia
tion for student and faculty
activism that expresses participa
tion and concern for the benefit
of the planet. But I would require
a rational, enlightened, construc
tive voice which reflects high
education and purpose.
Back to the subject of Humza’s
letter in the Mustang Daily of

April 19, 2006, shouldn’t there be
an end to what can be construed
as advocating for any nation’s
destruction or for war-mongering anywhere on the planet
seeming to justify terrorism.
Hilda H eifetz

.Morro Riy

Maki is the right choice
for ASI president
C'fn May 3rd, I will be casting
my vote for Todd Maki for ASI
president.
Maki is my choice because of
his strong experience within
Student Government. He was a
part of a massive bus surveying
taskforce that complied student
concerns to strengthen ASI’s
voice when approaching SLO
Transit. W hen Safe Ride was
eliminated, Todd instantly began

we can all do more to protect
our coast, the greatest asset of
our little community.
According to the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), most of the litter
in our bays, rivers and oceans
comes directly from suburban
streets. Disposing of cigarette
butts properly, not littering, not
allowing paint and detergents to
go down the gutter and reusing
household wastewater for gar
dening are all simple and effec
tive ways that residents in San
Luis Obispo can cut down on
the amount of pollution seeping
on to our beaches.
I urge everyone not to let the
most charming quality of our
beautiful area go to waste. After
all, there is no Central Coast
without the coast.
.4»»)' Dierdotff is a journalism junior
and .Mustanji Daily reporter
researching, organizing and plan
ning for a solution that will
ensure the safety o f students.
Alongside other members o f ASI,
Maki helped create a resolution
supporting college affordability.
Maki understands that students
are facing a heavy burden with
the dramatic increasing of CSU
fees.
Not only does Todd have the
experience, dedication and pas
sion to fully advocate for stu
dents, he exemplifies collabora
tion and cooperation within stu
dent government. He can unite
any group, despite diverse politi
cal beliefs and work styles. I am
proud to work alongside Todd
Maki and will be prouder to call
him president.

Ruthie Osorio
English senior
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= Sports =
male roster sizes ... how does that oil siiKill-roster teams that are cut or
help wnmen's sizes?” Moyer said.
rarely added to uiiiversitys for teams
continued from page 28
Moyer's organization sued the U.S. w ith larger roster sizes.
Roster capping due to proportion
I he national average tor enrollment is I )ep.irtment of liducation in 2<K)2 on
the
basis
of
reverse
discrimination,
but
ality forces universities to make a
57 percent temale, which proportion
the
case
was
thrown
out.
ilecision; Hither cut opportunities or
ally doesn’t translate to many oppor
Moyer argued that the interpreta add them. When pl.iyers or teams are
tunities ti>r a large roster, low income
tion
of Title IX and use of propor cut. the athletes involved are alnuist
male sports. Moyer said.
“The first line of defense for tionality leads to discrimination always walk-ons. Moyer said — like
schools to meet Title IX is to trim .igainst male athletes, .is well .is females Terrance (¡radv and his 14 teammates

Title IX
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from (\il Holy.
In his time as wrestling coach at
C'leorge Mason University, walk-ons
regularly scored for his team at the
conference championships and were a
large part of his team’s success. I )ue to
proportionality, those same point
scoring walk-ons are in danger tif
being cut.
Moyer called Marquette University
the poster child for his Title IX stance.
Hor five years le.iding up to the 2(K)1,

Frankly
continued from page 28

on the roster. It’s some Title IX
thing.”
Title IX? I thought I knew all
.ibout the equ.ilitv in the sports
statute; but what did it have to do
with the Ckil I’oK tr.ick team’ I soon
tound oiu.
I ifteeii of us s.it in desks in a
classroom on the second tloor it
Mott Uvm. Some made quiet i.onversatioii. others s,it w ith '.•motion
less st.ires \ silen' tension tilled the
room. I iivii c.'i ;i Cinwt n-,.! -ntered
and told us w 11,11 we all .‘xpected:
We were cut.
Ertecrive one week from that dav.
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briefly

35 Roll call calls
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45 Soft course
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For answers call 1-900-265-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions' Toda/s puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nylimes com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Share tips' nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords (or young
solvers, nytimes com/learning/xwords
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the team w.is almost entirely privateK
funded, but the program was still ter
minated. Moyer said.
"How did that benefit women?
And if that’s not discrimination
.Igainst males then what is?”
I-nuik Stnmzl is the siwrts cdilor and a
niciiihcr of the Cal Poly track team; the arti
cle is intended to raise iiimrcMtxs ot alternatin' methods schools use to comply irith'I'itle
l \ and the stntg^rle .son«’ teamsfhe.
our names wea‘ being taken ofi tlie
team nister. However, just as Terrance
said, folkiwing spring ba'ak we wea
being placed back on the roster
I W .1 S afraid to talk about my situa
tion bec.iuse I thought our coach w.is
taking part in a secative. potentially
incriminating procedure to keep us
around. It turns out she w.is pl.iying
bv the rules,
1lere I am. nearly two months l.itei
kick on the nister and competnm to*(kil Holy. I was lucky our coach and
.idministr.ition were willing to work
out a solution. Not everybody in the
same situation is so fortunate.
for one hour I kiitsv what it felt
like to be a wastler at Manjiiette
Universitx'. a school that dnipped its
wrestling team after five years of iiarniwly ducking the I itle IX axe I fell
what gviiinasts. a fencer, a swiiiimer or
any of the other sfsorts that have seen
losses over the years feel.
You don’t h.ive to be a chauvinist
pig to e.xpress your thoughts about
Title IX. It isn’t about eltminatiiig
Title IX.Yes. female athletes wea*
wainged tlmiughout th e ‘7(K.‘SlK
and aa‘ still on their way to equali
ty, due 111 large part to Title IX lint
does that mean we need to look at
male cuts as “unfortunate bvpniducts”?
I )on’t I count, tini?

CLASSIFIED
HELP W A N TE D

H ELP W A N TE D

FOR SALE

H O M E S FOR SALE

RENTAL H O U S IN G

Port San Luis Harbor is hiring
Lifegaurds for Avila Beach. Obtain
apps. at Harbor office Pier THree,
Avila Beach. Close date 4/28/06.
Tryout date 4/29/06
For more info call 595-5400

LA Area Summer Camps
www.daycampjobs.com/slo

Cal Poly Ag Surplus Auction
Animal Sci. & Bioresource and Ag.
Engineering Departments

Open Saturday 12-3 pm
Free Lists of Homes for Sale
Condos. Mobile Homes &
Units in SLO & Local Areas
Alex Gough Adobe Realty
Broker cell (805) 748-5952
Toll Free (800) 827-1434

College Garden Apts.
Renting for 2006-2007
Walk (min) to Cal Poly
Nice, Clean. Well Maint.
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Includes: Cable & Internet
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail.,
slorentals.com or 544-3952

FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
Now Hiring! Premier childrens
summer camp seeking camp
counselors, activity instructors,
ropes-course facilitators,
lifegaurds, and many more!
visit our website at
www.riverwayranchcamp.com and
call us at (800) 821-2801
Beach Lifeguard City of Morro Bay;
p/ t 30-40 hr/ wk: $10.50$12.50/ hr; patrol beach for
protection & safety of public:
Title 22 and CPR for
Professional Rescuer required.
Apply City Morro Bay. 772-6207;
deadline May 1. 2006.

Your career in
California should
start here.

Check out the

California
Community Colleges
Registry
for faculty and administrative
opportunibes at any one of
the 109 California Community
Colleges. Stop by our booth at
Cal Poly's Spring Job Fair.
_______________

EEO

For more inform ation visit

1
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff
1 San Fernando and Conejo Valley
j $3000 $3600 (888) ’ 84-CAMP
;
wwwworkatcamp.com/sio
Exotic Dancer Wanted M 'F
$100 per hr -¥ tips. No exp req.
Part-time own nours C website:
nighendentertainment.com
(888) 744-4436 Ask for Doug
Sports camp Counselors
Near Palo Alto $72-$90 per day
www.decathlonsportsclub.com

www.cccregistry.org
Interested in Develooment ? CM.
Civil. Urban Planning. Arch.: Please
join Capital Pacific Holdings (full
spectrum developer) sponspnng
ASCM meeting. Fppd provided.
Thurs, 4/27. Engineering West
Bldg. 21. Room 121A

FOR SALE
..arge, like-new couch $100 OBOI
Please call: (805) 801-5728

WHEN: Sat. April 29th at 10 am
WHERE: Cal Poly Feed Mill,
Bldg. 78 (follow signs)
PREVIEW: Friday, April 28th 9-5 pm
WHAT: Reefer Bobtail Truck.
Trailers: Horse, Stock and Rat goose-neck & bumper. Shop &
Metal Working Equip, Antique
Engine. Shop Tables. Milling
Machines, Forklift, Skidsteer
Loader, Quad Runners, Welders,
Hyd. Equip, Forges. Farm Equip.
Lab Equip & MUCH MORE!!
For complete list & terms:
www.animalscience.calpoly.edu
Or call 805-756-1120

H O M E S FOR SALE
For a Free List of Properties
for sale in the SLO Area
Call Jim McBride at 783-4403
1-800-397-7653 or Email:
C21JimMcBride@yahoo.com
-Century 21 SL PropFree list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com
Real Estate for sale
Farrell Smyth Real Estate
View listings on our interactive
website: www.farrellsmyth.com
(805) 543-2172

3 Bed/ 2 1/2 Bath Townhouse
$1900: 2 Bed Cedar Creek
$1600; Luxury condo with
garage near Cal Poly $1700
plus... www.slohomes.com
OPEN HOUSE Sat-Sun 12-5 pm
Walk to Cal PolyBeautiful 2 bdrm /lbath home.
Completely remodeled inside/out,
new roof, siding, plumbing,
electrical, windows, heater, tile
floors/counter tops, hardwood
floor, jacuzzi, appliances.
Large lot w/ new redwood deck.
Freshly painted inside/out.
Pre-listing price: $625,000
1035 Murray St., SLO
(805) 801-2946

Foothill Hacienda Apts.
2 Bdrm/ 2bath 1/2 block to Poly
furnished for four people, cable,
HBO. high spd. internet incl.
Sept.-June (805) 748-6913
Nice, laid-back 2nd yr female
looking for shared room or own
room for '06 - ’07 near Cal Poly or
bus stop to Cal Poly (~450 neg.)
Please call: (408) 821-6253
Off-campus rentals Farrell Smyth
property management
complete list on our website'
www.farrellsmyth.com
(805) 543-2636

LO ST A N D FO U N D

Open Saturday 12-3 pm
Ranger Dave's Compound3 BR. 2 BA House + 1 BR APT
(2,100 SF) Steps to campus. UCC,
Newman & Health CTRS $879 K
Free lists of all local MLS listings
of Homes & Condos for Sale.
Alex Gough Adobe Realty
Broker cell (805) 748-5952
Toll Free 800) 827-1434

$1000 REWARD for info on stolen
1999 silver Volvo S70 model
Contact: 431-2972

Want to place a classified ad?
Call Jackie at 756-1143 or email
classifieds@mustangdaily.net

Lost cardholder wallet- blue w
flower print. Call (408) 821-6253

Lost black faded zip-uo jacket
with flower print. (408) 821-6253
Keys found to Scion
Call Bryan 234-4337
REWARD for lost grey cat
Please call: (386) 383-4678

Lost and Found ads are FREE'

Sports editor: Frank Stranzl* niiL^tanj;>dailysports(a^mil.am
Assistant sports editor: Chris Ciunn

Sports
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several members of“T.N.T.” are listed numbers proportionate to enroll
on the Fresno State cross country ros ment. A school’s proportionality
ter. By increasing its female partici relates to the quota needed to meet
SiTiunio ivic: "'¡'htU’s my I'itic IX pants, more male athletes would be the Title IX standards of the universi
tciim" I hcani soiiuviw yell from the stiH;- allowed for varitnis sports.
tyarea at a cross country meet in the fall.
Although Fresiu) State’s approach
Title IX provides three separate
.d.s the women crossed thefinish line on
thefirst looji of the race, I wasn't sure what
to think, riiey were riimmii’ well behind
the leader and seemed to he slowin<^ down.
In the end, the hii^hest finisher from
y.'.V. 7.’ (Picsumahly an acronym for Title
A c c o m m o d a tio n o f I n te r e s t s & A b il it ie s
X’ine leaml was Diana l aty'^a, in 71st
place. Her teammates finished 75-76 and
l.T h e intercollegiate level participation opportunities
78-79-HO out of 80 ninners in thefield.
that m ale and fem ale students are provided must be
T'atyi>a was five minutes behind the
substantially prop ortion ate to their respective
leader; Stacy McMahnount, the last place
finisher, was nearly 11 minutes behind the
enrollm ents.
race winner.
Scenario tuv: “As ofne.xt Triday, your
2.
The institution m ust show a history and continuing
names will be taken off the roster. After
practice o f program expansion th a t is dem onstrably
spritti^ break, assuming you meet the con
responsive to th e developing interests and abilities of
ditions listed, you will be placed back on
an underrepresented sex.
the roster,” director of Cal Toly track and
field Terry Cranford said solemnly,
addressinj^ 15 male track athletes.
3. If th e institution cannot show a continuing practice
Otie of the athletes in the room twuld
o f program expansion, it m ust dem onstrate th a t th e
return in three ureks and nm a 5:50.68
interests and abilities o f th e m em bers o f the
1,500 meter, second on the liij^ IVest
underrepresented sex have been fully and effectively
Conference list in the nrnt.
accom m odated by th e present program .
Another uvuld hatv tpialified himself
for the Bii^ I Vest Championships with a
hit^h jump of 6-6. Houvivr, Terrance
methods for an institution to become
Grady made his leap while competinx’ to boosting roster caps might seem
compliant. The second and third
unattached in his three-uvek hiatus and controversial, it still allows for
prongs are largely unchallenged due
will need to duplicate the mark in the ne.xt increased female participation, which
to court precedents and clear inter
tuv weeks if he is to compi'te at the con is the intent of Title IX, C'one said.
pretation, NCAA gender equities
ference championships in the second uvek
Scenario two is an e.xample of spokesperson Rosie Stillman said.
of .May.
both the potential shortfalls of Title
The second prong allows compli
IX and a system to work around the ance for schools showing a history
itle IX often makes nation- standards.The unfortunate bypnxluct
.il headlines, but the indi ofTitle IX implementation is a loss of and ongoing practice of program
e.xpansion for the underrepresented
vidual stories are often lost
Frank Stranzl

M U SIAN i; DMIY

T i t l e IX:

T

amid impersonal legal briefs.
On March 3, 15 C'al Foly male
track and field athletes were cut,
victims of roster capping. Each
athlete had survived the tryout
process as walk-ons, but two weeks
prior to the first competition, their
status became unclear.
“Roster sizes are probably the
most difticult thing we deal with,”
Cal Poly athletic director Alison
Cone said. “There’s nothing worse
than having talented, eager athletes
who want to participate and you have
to tell them no.”
Scenario one depicts a method
Fresno State University used to up its
female
participation
numbers.
Although a Fresno State coach wasn’t
available for interview, the names of
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T h ere’s nothing worse than having
talented, eager athletes w h o w ant to
participate and you have to tell
them no.
— Alison Cone

Cal Poly athletic director

opportunities for males, but the huge gender. The third polls interest of the
increase in female chances can’t be student body to ensure the underrep
resented sex is substantially accom
overlooked. Cone said.
modated.
The first and most commonly
Roster capping
used
method measures male and
Roster capping is a technique used
by universities to keep participation female participation opportunities.

which are supposed to be substantial
ly proportionate to the school’s
enrollment.
For example, C!al Poly is 55 per
cent male. That percentage allows the
school to appropriate 55 percent tif
its budget and roster spots ftir male
athletes.
If C^il Ptily were up-to-par with
national enrollment avenges, a male
team or two would need to be cut or
a women’s team added.
“We know (the first prong) is an
option, and for some schools it’s a
good option, while some schools it
doesn’t fit what their philosophy is,”
Stallman said.
At the end of the athletic year,
each institution takes stock of its ros
ter sizes and files a report with the
Department of Education. Roster
sizes are taken on the first day of
competition.
Track and field was the final Cal
Poly sport to begin competition with
its meet at UCLA on March 4. As a
result, the team took an abnormally
large number of cuts.
“We sort of ended up making the
correction for the whole depart
ment.” Oawford said. “We were very
surprised when we were told we
would have to make additional cuts.”
However, the NC'AA allows for
free roster management following
what C3one described as a “snapshot
glance.” Before and after the first date
of competition, coaches can add ath
letes to their roster at will.
The C'al Poly track runners cut on
March 3 returned to the team sever
al weeks later, free from the binds of
Title IX.
“Is it a bit of a loophole? I guess
it could be used as a bit of a loop
hole,” Cone said.
Loophole or not. Cone was wary
of the issue being addressed because
“you have the potential of denying
some opportunities for people who
legitimately should get them.”
These “timely cuts” don’t affect
female participation and allow for
more male opportunities. Cone said.
Critiqakig proportiomJity
Mike Moyer, the executive direc
tor of the National Wrestling
Coaches Association, echoed Cone’s
worries.
Moyer took aim at propmtionality.
sec Title IX, page 27

C o n gress calls fo r h alt to T itle DC clarificatio n
Jennifer Hall
M U S T A N ii D A IIY

The NC'.AA recently called for
the public withdrawal of a clarifica
tion of the Title IX law made by
Congress m March 2005.
The clarification to the 1972
educational act that banned gender
discrimination at the college level
allows an e-mail survey to be used
to determine interest in female ath
letics at schools nationwide. “I
think it’s appropriate that the
NC’AA asked for its withdrawal,”
said Allison Cone, female athletic
director for Cal Poly. There are cur
rently three w.ays that schools can

show they are in compliance with
Title IX. Showing that the number
of male and female athletes is pro
portionate to the make-up of the
student body or that a school has a
history of extending equal oppor
tunities in athletics to both genders
are the first two.
The third way is for a school to
provide evidence of a lack of inter
est among the underrepresented
gender in a sport, which is what the
clarification was trying to define.
The survey would poll the stu
dent body or the gender least repre
sented to determine whether there
is enough interest in a sport not
currently offered by the imiversity

to create a varsity team. If results
from the survey showed that there
was not enough interest then
schools could offer more opportu
nities tci one gender and still be in
compliance with Title IX.
Schools receive federal funding
based ofT of their compliance with
Title IX.
The NCAA urged schools not to
use the survey and questioned the
reliability of e-mail as a means of
administering the survey.
“That kind of e-mail survey
doesn’t provide accurate results,”
C'one said. “Especially when they
are allowing a non-response to
mean there is no interest.” ('al Poly

does not currently use the survey to
determine interest in athletics for
females. Cone said that she does not
know of any university that uses the
survey. Rep. Lynn Woolsey (DCalifornia) recently asked the
Department of Education to
change the clarification calling it “a
disservice to our nation's young
women” and “inconsistent with the
long-standing Department policies
and fundamental principles of
equality.”Woolsey’s resolution is co
sponsored by both Democrats and
Republicans in the Flouse and has
been sent to the C’ommittee on
Education and the Workforce for
review.

Frank Stranzl
si’o i u s t o n o k

\alking about Title IX is a
lose-lose situation.
If you speak out against Title IX,
you become a chauvinist pig; if you
support Title IX, you become a
feminist. Public opinion allows for
little gray area in an issue that’s any
thing but black and white.
At the risk of being that “chau
vinist pig,’’Title IX could use a little
tweaking.
Hear me out before tossing me
into the same ghastly category as
former Braves’ closer John Rocker.
The intent ofTitle IX is clearly
uncontroversial and boldly acts as a
front-line defense against discrimi
nation of women in sports.
However, the implementation
results in unequal cuts.
Most people read the fine print
or hear something on the news and
think they are well-versed in the
matter. Yet, hardly anybody can back
their judgments with personal expe
rience.
My teammate later called it “The
Letter of Doom.” I walked into my
coach’s office to talk about the
team’s media guide and was handed
a memo on my way out.
It read: “Your attendance at a
mandatory meeting of selected track
and field athletes is required on
Friday, February 24, 2006 at 5:00
p.m. in Mott Gym, Room 205E.
Your failure to attend will indicate
to the coaching staff that you are no
longer interested in being on the
men’s track and field team and your
name will be cut fiwm the roster
permanently.”
As I left the office, Terry
Crawford, the director of Cal Poly
track and field, assured me I had
nothing to worry about. Heeding
her advice, I didn’t think much of
Friday’s meeting ... until I spoke to
my teammate about it.
“We’re all getting cut,” one of
them told me. Neither of us under
stood the scope or intent of the let
ter at the time, but now I was wor
ried. Nine months of sweat and sac
rifice, early morning trips to the
weight room and long afternoons
on the track, and this is how it
ends? C7ne week before the season
starts and poof, it’s over.
“Isn’t this a big deal?” I thought,
remembering my coach’s parting
wcmls when I left her office.
We had an hour after practice
ended before the meeting began. I
spent my time with teammates
Terrance Grady and Jeremy
Vukasinovic as we chatted our way
to Backstage Pizza. Terrance was
puzzled about my concerns.
“You know we’re getting put
back on the team, right?” he said.
“Huh?”
“It’s only a temporary thing. I
guess we get cut for a few weeks
then after spring break, we’re back
see Frankly, page 27

